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ABSTRACT

Historically, the correctional system was concerned with locking up criminals and
keeping them off the streets. Society's safety was, and still is, of primary importance.
Unfortunately, most felons complete their sentencing and are released back into the
community with the same belief systems and character traits that brought them to prison.
Christian programming within the correctional setting is succeeding only at changing
surface behavior, not genuine character transformation. This results in recidivism rates
that are identical to those of non-Christian imnates. In order to address this problem, I
propose that spiritual formation focused upon a covenantal relationship with Jesus Christ
will create more measurable evidence of character change in those incarcerated than the
current model being delivered by most Christian groups.
In chapter two I present biblical materials showing that reconciliation and
redemption are a part of the saving message of the Gospel. I will reflect upon biblical
narratives demonstrating that God desires a covenantal relationship with people and that
entrance into this relationship begins the process of character transformation.
In chapter three I present materials from Christian history and thought that show
the long history of the church in working with offenders. I will look at how spiritual
formation has woven its way through the history of God's people. I will focus upon the
monastic movement and conclude with the contemporary voice of Dallas Willard.
In chapter four I present materials from the field of corrections. I will outline
criminal risk factors and how these contribute to a life of crime. I will look at how
programming focused on spiritual formation can make a difference in the character of
inmates.
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In chapter five I will look at spiritual leadership as it relates to the correctional
setting. I will address how spiritual leadership can utilize spiritual formation to effect
change in inmate behavior and attitudes.
In the conclusion I present how entering into a covenant relationship with God,
rather than focusing upon a generic spirituality, will have a greater effect upon behavior
and bring about positive character change.
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CHAPTER!
INTRODUCTION

Remember those in prison as if you were their fellow prisoners, and those who are
mistreated as if you yourselves were suffering.
Hebrews 13:3
I was in prison and you came to visit me.
Matthew 25:3 6b

Identifying the Problem
These verses often support the church's involvement in prison ministry.
Histmically, the church has positioned itself at the forefront of working with prisoners to
bring about redemption and reconciliation. In fact, much prison terminology
(penitentiary, conections, solitary confinement) has religious roots. According to Muriel
Schmid, "Christian beliefs informed the whole conception of the penitentiary, starting
with its architecture." 1 This influence was seen in the isolated structure of the cells and
the extreme focus on solitary reflection. Today, religion exists more on the periphery of
conections and is no longer viewed by many as integral to the reformation of the
prisoner. Many church prison ministries emphasize bringing hope and comfort to the
incarcerated and sharing the Gospel message of salvation through Jesus Christ.
The church historically views prisoners as lost and in need of salvation. This
assertion undergirds most contemporary prison ministry and has become almost the sole
focus. Getting inmates saved is the goal. This is not a bad goal, but salvation is only the
entrance point. To impart lasting character change, prison ministry must go beyond

1

Muriel Schmid, "The Eye of God: Religious Beliefs and Punishment in Early NineteenthCentury Prison Reform," Theology Today 59, no. 4 (January 2003): 548.

2

salvation to encompass spiritual formation and discipleship. Larry Shelton states this
concept clearly: "When one sees justification as the only thing, or even the main thing,
that happens, the participatory union with Christ and transformation into his image is
often minimized."2 This kind of thinking by the church reduces the effectiveness of the
Gospel message and leaves the listener in a cyclical pattern of feeling guilty and seeking
redemption. Shelton understands the danger and undermining nature of this belief.
"Salvation," he says, "is thus reduced to the removal of guilt, rather than understood as
the transfonnation of the person in Christ. " 3 When a covenant relationship with God is
introduced, transformation becomes possible.
Many groups and faith perspectives bring programs to prisons. In an assessment
of recent research, Kent R. Kerley and others conclude that the purpose of faith-based
programs is "to expose inmates to faith and a belief system that will potentially help them
to claim responsibility for their mistakes, to live a moral life, to avoid additional crimes,
and to become more compassionate and other-centered."4 Prison ministries want to
encourage the incarcerated. They want to provide resources and skills that inmates can
use to improve their lives. Those who implement Christian programs believe their
message will bring not only hope and resources, but also transformation through a
personal relationship with Jesus Christ. This factor makes Christian programming unique
within the correctional setting.

2

R. Larry Shelton, Cross & Covenant: Interpreting the Atonement for 2 1'1 Century Mission
(Tyrone, GA: Paternoster, 2006), 130.
3

Ibid., 169.

4

Kent R. Kerley, Todd L. Matthews, and Troy C. Blanchard, "Religiosity, Religious Participation,
and Negative Prison Behaviors," Journal for the Scientific Study ofReligion 44, no. 4 (December 2005):
443.

3

Christian programming centers on relationship, not only with the volunteers that
enter the facility each week, but also with God through Jesus Christ. God is a God of
relationship. Jeffery Imbach writes, "God's life is relational to the core. The life of Godthe-Trinity has planted in our souls a hunger for community. " 5 Relationship is the central
aspect of the covenant God made with humankind. From the Garden of Eden to Abraham
to David and all the way to Jesus Christ, God offers a covenant relationship to his people.
One might go so far as to say we were meant to be in relationship with God, and until this
relationship is realized, men and women will, as Imbach said, "hunger for community."
Imnates, no less than society, hunger for community. Attendance at church services is
one example of this hunger. I have viewed imnates coming to church services in large
numbers, warmly greeting the volunteers and one another. Hunger for community is also
seen in the support and encouragement imnates offer one another, as they linger after
services to talk and shed tears over missing their children and families. Incarceration does
not diminish their humanity. Human beings need other human beings. Unfortunately,
prison offers few opportunities for healthy community. Unfortunately, the destructive
nature of imnates' lives often distorts their sense of community. Prison becomes a place
where they can confront themselves, remove the destructive behaviors that have hounded
them for so long, and begin to embrace a new life within the Christian covenant
community. While not viewing it as covenant community, some researchers see the
potential impact of religion "as a protective factor against negative behaviors such as

5

Jeffery Imbach, The River Within: Loving God, Living Passionately (Colorado Springs, CO:
NavPress, 1998), 210.

4

crime and delinquency by creating and reinforcing faith-based social networks and social
bonds." 6
Although researchers acknowledge the positive aspect of religion when applied to
a prison setting, the reason for this is often vague and focused more on improved social
behavior rather than character change.

The Story

With shock and disbelief, Amanda stands before the judge. A lifetime of bad
choices has brought her to this point. She feels small, fragile, and extremely vulnerable as
she finds herself dwarfed by the imposing judicial bench. She wants to run and hide, but
the armed officer standing in the corner creates an enormous roadblock. A blur of faces
stare at her with knowing smirks. As the gavel hits the bench with a sharp thud, Amanda
knows she will be forever known as a felon.
Many different thoughts and emotions race through her mind as she is led away in
shackles and handcuffs-shame, remorse, fear, anxiety, and loss to name just a few. In a
short period oftime, she is moved out of the county jail and driven to the state prison
intake center where she is stripped of her clothing, her personal possessions, and her
dignity.
Within moments after her arrival, Amanda is "processed" into the state system.
She is inspected, showered, and clothed in prison blues. She receives a state identification
number and is now known as #3256987. Six hours after she arrives at the intake center,
she walks with a few other frightened women to the main complex and enters a housing
unit where 108 women live, two inmates to a cell. Approximately half of these women
6

Kerley, 444.

5

are on Intake (newly assigned irunates awaiting assessment), with the remainder being
general population irunates.
Walking into the prison housing unit for the first time, Amanda feels
overwhelmed. Two tiers of cells stretch the entire length of the room. Permanent tables
are bolted to the floor in the middle of the room, where a few irunates play cards or sit
talking quietly. Next to the entrance stands the unit officer's podium. The officer reads
off a short list of rules and directs the women to their cells. Then the doors shut with a
loud clank! This is now "home" for the duration of their sentence, which may last from
thirteen months to life without the possibility of parole. These women range in age from
eighteen to seventy years, and they come from large cities or rural towns throughout the
state. Many do not have a high school diploma and most have drug or mental health
Issues.
While on Intake, Amanda will undergo a battery of tests to determine her
educational level, cognitive development, mental health concerns, family relationships,
attitudes, associations, and threat level (violent tendencies to cause harm to irunates or
staff). She will be unable to receive visitors or to participate in any programs except
religious services. Many of the women routinely participate in religious services, and
7 5% report that they attended a religious service once a month or more as a child. This
figure drops to 55% during their teen years, and then to 27% during the year before their
arrest. Following arrest, church attendance for women offenders climbs to 66%. 7

7

Thomas P. O'Connor, "What Works, Religion as a Correctional Intervention: Part II," Journal of
Community Corrections XIV, no. 2 (Winter 2004-2005): 4.

6

Considering the Problem
Coffee Creek Correctional Facility (CCCF) schedules 112 religious services and
events on their activity calendar during any given month. Thirty-eight different faith
groups sponsor these activities, and these groups range from Conservative Baptist,
Roman Catholic, Evangelical Protestant, Mormon, and Jehovah's Witness to earth-based
religions such as Native American, Asatru, and Wicca. This plethora of faith expressions
exposes the women to many belief systems. Most of the women attend traditional
Christian services, but they have a tendency to go to· almost any group. For some, it is
more for entertainment or an opportunity to meet with friends rather than to seek a faith
connection. For others, a true connection ofhope for change occurs.
Religious institutions within the United States have a long history ofbringing
messages ofhope and encouragement to the incarcerated. Each faith group represented
within Coffee Creek functions independently, and each determines its own material and
format. Information presented by a particular faith group is entirely up to the group, with
no consistency in approach or curriculum.
How are these programs evaluated in terms of success? Researchers agree, for the
most part, concluding, "One of the recurrent themes in this literature is that religion may
operate as a force for reducing antisocial behaviors and for increasing prosocial
behaviors." 8 Most programs view attendance figures as a measure of effectiveness. Some
religious groups count confessions of faith or baptisms as success indicators, while others
meet week after week with only a handful of dedicated inmates and view their time as
productive and successful. Programming focused at this level leaves many questions.

8

Kerley, 443.

7

Again, researchers are cautious about embracing religion as an effective prison program.
Kerley and others conclude, "Religion can reduce antisocial behaviors, even in an
extreme case such as prison. Scientific research on religiosity in prison and faith-based
prison programs is just beginning to emerge and it will be some time before any
overarching conclusions can be reached." 9

Planning for a Solution
Does current religious programming address inmate concerns and needs, or is it
simply meeting the needs of faith groups? Do religious programs make a measurable
difference in imnate behavior? If religious programming is going to positively impact
inn1ate behavior, it must create a positive change in character. If character changes, I
believe the recidivism rate among offenders will be impacted.
Historically, America's prison system concerned itself with locking up criminals
and keeping them off the streets. Jails originally served as holding cells until a criminal
was due to be punished (scourged, laid on the rack, or placed in stocks). The Puritan
system (circa 1630-1693), according to O'Connor, "understood deviant behavior to
belong to a particular class of people: sinners who were essentially predestined to the role
of deviance." 10 The Puritan penal system historically did not promote rehabilitation. The
Quakers introduced a penitentiary model that encouraged prisoners to become penitent as
they reflected on their crime.

9

Kerley, 453.

10

Thomas P. O'Connor, "What Works, Religion as a Correctional Intervention: Part I," Journal of
Community Corrections XIV, no. 1 (Fall2004): 13.

8

O'Connor states, "The rehabilitation of the criminal lay in the inner person, and it
would emerge in the worst of us under the right circumstances of penitence and
solitude." 11 Schmid concludes, "All the thinkers who initiated prison reform at the end of
the eighteenth century claimed that better religious and moral instruction, based on
Christian doctrine, not only would reform the criminals and with them society at large,
but also would open the hearts of wretched people to God's grace and forgiveness." 12
Clearly the intent of the penitentiary model was spiritual transformation, but
prisoners had no guidance on how to go about expe1iencing this radical change. With
society's safety in mind, contemporary prisons operate under the penal model and
sentence inmates to prison for punishment. This penal model was developed to contain
and control the criminal population and focuses on prisoners serving time, participating
in treatment programs, becoming penitent, and ultimately changing their ways.
Unfortunately, most felons complete their sentencing and are released back into
the community with the same belief system and character that brought them to prison.
The penal model is not designed to bring about change but to warehouse and punish
inmates. In his article, The Search for Restorative Justice, George M. Anderson poses the
challenging question, "How can those who break the law be sanctioned in ways that are
restorative-to both the offender and the community-rather than solely punitive? The
present stance of legislators around the country, as well as members of Congress, has
focused almost entirely on punishment. The enactment of mandatory minimum laws like
'three strikes and you're out' has meant that on any given day a million and a half

11

O'Connor, 14.

12

Schmid, 54 7.

9

Americans are behind bars." 13 The Bureau of Justice Statistics indicates a trend toward
warehousing and removing offenders from public view. As of December 31, 2006, there
were 2,258,983 prisoners held in federal prisons, state prisons, and local jails-an
increase of2.9% from 2005. And the number of inmates in state and federal jurisdiction
at the end of2006 was 501 per 100,000 ofthe total U.S. population. Over the last ten
years, those in custody increased by nearly 2,000,000. 14
Fully aware of these sentencing trends, those who administer religious services
programming within the Oregon Department of Corrections (ODOC) seek to "provide a
spiritual environment that will model, promote, and encourage individuals to develop
spiritually toward a redemptive and rehabilitative end." 15 Hopefully this environment,
where each inmate is encouraged to define her own spirituality, will help the women to
awaken, deepen, and practice their belief systems.

Statement of the Problem
This paper will look primarily at Christian programming and how it relates to
character transformation. The Christian programming currently offered appears to be
changing surface behavior but failing to bring about genuine character transformation.

13

George M. Anderson, "The Search for Restorative Justice," America 177, no. 3
(August 2-August 9, 1997): 18-19.
14

Bureau of Justice Statistics, "Number of Persons Under Correctional Supervision, 2006," under
"Key Facts at a Glance, Correctional Populations," www.ojp.usdoj.gov/bjs/glance/tables/corr2tab.htm
(accessed March 12, 2008).
15

Oregon.gov, DOC Transitional Services Division, "Mission of Religious Services." under
"Religious Services," www.oregon.gov/DOC/TRANS/religious_services/rs_home.shtml (accessed
February 23, 2008).

10

For this reason, recidivism rates among Christian program attendees are identical to nonChristian inmates.
My own informal headcounts reveal that although approximately 70%-80% of
those incarcerated at Coffee Creek Correctional Facility attend Christian programming
and report positive personal growth, deeper change on the character level is not being
observed. Christian prograliuning can be designed in such a way that it will speak
directly to behavior and character issues and bring about character transformation. In this
paper, I propose that spiritual fmmation focused upon a covenantal relationship with
Jesus Christ will create more measurable evidence of character change in those
incarcerated than the current model delivered by most Christian groups.
My audience for this project includes correctional chaplains, prison ministry
volunteers, and the church as a whole. Most religious volunteers serving within the prison
setting have a sincere desire to bring the biblical message of hope and salvation to the
incarcerated. Committed professional chaplains bring their pastoral skills and abilities
into the harsh prison environment with the hope of impacting and changing the lives of
inmates. Steve Rabey, writing in Christianity Today in 1999, offers a hopeful call for the
future of prison ministry. He says, "Ministers bring a 'revolutionary approach to prison
ministry.' They are transitioning from traditional evangelistic prison ministry to more
holistic approaches that focus on discipleship and relationships, both within prison walls
and after prisoners are freed." 16

16

Steve Rabey, "Redeeming the Prisoners," Christianity Today 43, no. 3 (March 1, 1999): 27.

11

Preparing for a Solution
My topic in this proposal is transforming character within a correctional setting by
helping inmates experience spiritual formation through a covenantal relationship with
God. Most religious volunteers present the penal model of salvation, giving little
attention to the rich nature of God's covenant and spiritual formation. Most Christian
faith groups stress salvation (an assurance that you're going to heaven) and not
necessarily character transformation. Again, Rabey looks beyond the penal model when
he writes, ''New fonns of ministry will require committed volunteers who can befriend,
mentor, and teach prisoners, adding love and nurture to the prison's rigid discipline." 17
My research question may be stated as follows: How can religious programming

focus on spiritual formation as experienced through the covenantal relationship with God
in order to create character change? In moving from getting inmates "saved" to
introducing them to the covenant and mentoring them through spiritual formation, it is
believed that character transformation will result. Dallas Willard states, "We can become
like Christ by doing one thing-by following him in the overall style of life he chose for
himself. If we have faith in Christ, we must believe that he knew how to live." 18 Jesus not
only lived under the covenant, he was the covenant of God.

Proposal
My research presents the argument that without helping incarcerated women
discover a covenantal relationship with God, the church is unwittingly circumventing the

17

Rabey, 27.

18

Dallas Willard, The Spirit of the Disciplines: Understanding How God Changes Lives (San
Francisco: Harper & Row, 1991), ix.
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Gospel message and not maintaining biblical or historical integrity. Week after week of
religious programming and salvation message after salvation message do not bring about
the transformation of character that the Bible proclaims as the end result of being born
again. The current model of religious programming does not appear to see the problem,
let alone offer solutions.
I claim that although religious programming brings about some good, such as
prosocial values, positive attitudes, and interaction with successful volunteers,
transfonnation of character more successfully takes place when inmates enter into God's
covenant and receive mentoring through spiritual formation.

Scope of the Dissertation
To address this problem and prove my claim, I propose the following chapters.
The second chapter of this paper explores biblical materials which demonstrate that
reconciliation and redemption are part of the saving message of the Gospel. Because God
seeks to be in relationship with people and desires a covenantal relatio:p.ship with them,
entrance into this relationship begins the process of character transformation. Any
relationship outside this covenant is not the preferred relationship God calls us to through
his Word.
God established the covenant relationship from the beginning of the biblical story.
He entered into a personal relationship (a covenant) with Adam and outlined the
requirements ofliving within this covenant. When Adam broke the covenant through
disobedience, the relationship suffered. Not only did Adam's relationship with God
suffer, his relationship with himself and with Eve took a dramatic tum. Godly character is

13

maintained only when one is in relationship with the Father. When this relationship
breaks down or is missing altogether, a person's character suffers. The dynamics of
Adam's relationship with God provide instruction for us today. This theme will be
explored beginning with God's covenant with Abraham through its fulfillment in Jesus
Christ.
Chapter 3 presents materials from Clnistian history and thought that demonstrate
the long history of the church's work with offenders. Church history gives many
examples of how humanity has lived within the covenant relationship as well as the
consequences of breaking this covenant. When historical figures described their
encounters and experiences with God, they often spoke of more dramatic character
change than accounts of today. Delving into this history will help us articulate what it
means to enter into a covenant relationship with God and what results we should expect
from this relationship. Our guides in this exploration will come from the Monastic
movement.
Historically, the prison system's spiritually based treatment model, which began
primarily as Christian, transitioned to a purely secular model. This transition reflects our
postmodem world, where Christianity is viewed as suspect and generic spirituality is the
norm. Our journey through history will recall what it means to be in a covenant
relationship with God, how that relationship positively influenced historical figures, and
what a covenant relationship means for us today. It will become clear that a return to
Christian spirituality, as understood historically, is a better determinant of character
change than the model currently offered through corrections. Dallas Willard gives a

14

contemporary voice to the field of spiritual formation, and exploring his works will bring
insight into the essentials of what it means to be formed spiritually.
Chapter 4 addresses the field of corrections, especially criminal risk factors and
how these contribute to a life of crime. Because the traditional penal-based model stresses
punishment, character change is not necessarily a sought-after result. Adherence to rules
and regulations translates into "successful" incarceration, but this does not change
behavior or transform character in ways that help inmates stay out of prison. This chapter
will look at how the correctional model of deterrence can become a conduit for the Spirit
through effective religious programming.
Creating a correctional model of religious programming that addresses risk factors
and holds offenders accountable under the covenantal relationship can positively affect
inmates. In other words, merging the covenant relationship with a contemporary
understanding of criminogenics provides a better plan for successfully changing behavior
and character.
Renewed interest in spiritual formation and discipleship characterizes many faithbased prison ministries. Programs such as Prison Fellowship's Transformational,
Discipleship, and Reconciliation (TDR) model of ministry provide mentors who
challenge inmates to be serious about discipleship and help them achieve success. Since
most inmates have stunted personal development and social skills, they have not learned
how to function in society in ways that are appropriate, acceptable, and positive.
Discipleship ministries introduce inmates to a relationship with Christ, a decision that can
tum their lives around and help them go in a different direction. This decision allows
inmates to experience God's Kingdom now. How they think and feel, how they make

15

decisions, and what choices they make are all determined by their relationship with
Christ. As inmates experience spiritual formation and discipleship, character can begin to
transform. Unfortunately, due to dysfunctional backgrounds, abusive relationships, and
lack of cognitive ability and social skills, making the positive choices and good decisions
that accompany character change can be difficult for offenders. Therefore, mentoring is
essential at this point.
When individuals enter into covenantal relationship with God and begin to
practice spiritual disciplines, soul healing will take place and their lives will begin to be
made whole. Even though the correctional model offers positive steps to improve
cognitive ability, educational levels, and emotional maturity, transformation ofbehavior
and character will not happen if the spiritual component is missing. A significant part of
the covenant relationship is spiritual formation. Chapter 4 outlines various aspects of
spiritual formation and how these address behavioral issues in ways that affect character
transformation.
Chapter 5 looks at spiritual leadership as it relates to the correctional setting.
Within the correctional setting, the chaplain and religious services volunteers provide
much ofthe spiritual leadership. I will discuss the question ofhow spiritual leadership
can utilize the spiritual formation model to combat the negative effects of prison and the
penal model currently used.
This project concludes by summarizing how a covenant relationship with God
will have a greater effect on behavior and character change than generic spirituality.
Addressing how religious programming is offered and focusing on intended results can
assure that this change will follow. Providing specific styles of worship, Christian

16

education, and mentoring based upon a covenantal relationship with God will promote
positive outcomes. As inmates experience character transformation and acquire tools of
spiritual formation, recidivism will be greatly impacted.

17

CHAPTER2
A BIBLICAL ORIENTATION FOR SPIRITUAL FORMATION
Introduction

The mission of the Oregon Department of Corrections Religious Services
program, as previously stated, is "to provide a spiritual environment that will model,
promote and encourage individuals to develop spiritually toward a redemptive and
rehabilitative end." 1 How this mission can happen successfully is the question that needs
to be answered.
State-sponsored programs working with inmates must remain neutral regarding
faith perspective and spiritual development. And religious faith traditions exist on equal
footing as far as the state is concerned. Without addressing the success or failure of these
groups, this paper will focus on Christian programming that comes into prison and how it
is carried out on a daily basis.
Christopher D. Marshall says, "From a Christian perspective, rehabilitation is
consistent with the strong biblical emphasis on repentance and redemption." 2
Experiencing redemptive and rehabilitative success within a prison population requires
change-change in behavior, attitudes, associates, and thinking. I propose that character
change, coming from the Christian perspective, is essential if one wants to see a
difference in these areas.

1

Oregon.gov, DOC Transitional Services Division, "Mission of Religious Services."

2

Christopher D. Marshall, Beyond Retribution: A New Testament Vision for Justice, Crime and
Punishment (Grand Rapids, MI: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 2001), 9.
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Initially, a person's allegiance must change. One must tum from his or her current
life (separation from God) and follow Christ. This new allegiance demands a realignment
of values. Dallas Willard, considering change, writes, "It is human nature to resist deep
inward change, for such change threatens our sense of personal identity." 3
And regarding change within groups, John Kotter offers this insight: "The biggest
impediment to creating change in a group is culture."4
Today's postmodem world does not view change (especially Christian
commitment) as necessary. R. R. Reno says, "At this strange juncture in human history,
we need to realize that old debates about which way to tum for the power that might
effect change-toward inner human potencies or toward the power of God in Christ-are
now moot. Instead, the present age wishes to insulate itself against any call to turn, either
for or against; postmodem culture, for all its love of' difference,' keeps demands for
personal change at a distance." 5 Continuing this thought, Reno notes, "The voice of
offense is familiar: 'Why should I have to change? Am I not good enough, at least in
part? Surely a loving God would recognize that I need to grow and develop-realize my
potential-not change."' 6 Because postmodemists believe that change is unnecessary,
preaching to them about change doesn't register as valid. Inmates typically tune out the
message or translate it into one they can accept. If the need for conversion, the very
essence of change, is not viewed as relevant to a person's spiritual life, a serious
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disconnect occurs from the begiruiing. As stated in my research question, I want to see
how spiritual formation, as experienced through the covenantal relationship with God,
can create character change. Experiencing the covenantal relationship with God can
overcome resistance to change, and to the group culture, not only in prison, but in the
church as well.
In looking at character change, the Apostle Peter offers the following challenge:
"Now that you have purified yourselves by obeying the truth so that you have sincere
love for your brothers, love one another deeply, from the heart. For you have been born
again, not of perishable seed, but of imperishable, through the living and enduring word
of God" (1 Pet. 1 :22-24). Experiencing the change Peter describes begins with the
covenant relationship.
In Luke's Gospel, joy flows throughout the narrative as it speaks ofredemption
and reconciliation with God. According to Stephen Barton, Luke intertwines the theme of
joy in his Gospel because "it functions theologically to highlight and reinforce his
fundamental claim that the coming of Jesus is 'good news to the poor,' the eschatological
culmination of the mighty acts of God for the salvation of the world." 7
Regarding spirituality in prison, inmates do not always experience the joy
expressed in Luke's Gospel. Emotionalism is present, but a transcending sense of joy that
looks beyond an inmate's circumstances may not be apparent. This could be attributed to
the oppressive nature of incarceration rather than a lack of spirituality. Inmates may have
sincere spirituality but may lack spiritual maturity. Nevertheless, they often miss
experiencing the joy of salvation. Repentance and conversion should bring a sense of joy
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for the sinner, a joy that permeates all areas of life. Willard writes, "The renovation of the
heart in the dimension of feeling is a matter of opening ourselves to and carefully
cultivating love, joy, and peace: first by receiving them from God and from those already
living in him, and then as we grow, extending love, joy, and peace to others and
everything around us in attitude, prayer, and action." 8
I have observed that inmates are called to account for their sins in service after
service but have not experienced the joy of repentance. Much has been said about
"jailhouse conversions" being an inmate's way of getting something out of church
attendance. Many within corrections believe imnates use religion to cope or manipulate.
Without sincerity, there may be truth to this impression. According to Barton, "Jesus may
be the 'friend of tax collectors and sinners' but only on condition of their repentance!" 9
When imnates understand that repentance isn't just remorse for past transgressions but
the entryway to a personal relationship (covenant) with God, the result will be
unspeakable joy. Experiencing pure love, joy, and peace may be new for many inmates,
just as it is for many on the outside. Love, joy, and peace are antithetical to the
experience of most inmates.
"When we examine the broad spectrum of Christian proclamation and practice,"
Willard states, "we see that the only thing made essential on the right wing of theology is
forgiveness of the individual's sins and on the left it is removal of social or structural
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evils." 10 Neither approach produces joy. Willard says, "A Christian is either one who is
ready to die and face the judgment of God or one who has an identifiable commitment to
love and justice in society."ll He concludes, "Transformation oflife and character is not
part of the redemptive message." 12
Many Christian groups that provide prison services speak of the "new birth"
available when an inmate repents, but the outcome of repentance is often unclear. What
happens in prison reflects what happens in the church. Willard writes, "For all the talk
about the 'new birth' among conservative Christians, there is an almost total lack of
understanding of what that new birth is in practical terms and of how it relates to
forgiveness and imputed or transmitted righteousness." 13 Inherent in the penal salvation
belief is the sense that "being saved is a forensic or legal condition rather than a vital
reality or character." 14 Christ takes our guilt and sin and we are saved from eternal
damnation.
Returning to a covenantal understanding of God's redemptive act through the
cross of Christ will reconcile the distance and damage done by sin. We are not only
assured of eternal salvation, we are ushered into a redeemed relationship oflove. Shelton
explains, "The nature of God is not to exact punishment. The nature of God is to establish
righteousness and renew his creation into his image. His concern is not to get even. His
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concern is to bring us back into proper relationship with him." 15 Experiencing the
covenant (of promise) relationship with God will open up a powerful new way for
individuals to be spiritually formed. Being overwhelmed by grace and strengthened by
the Holy Spirit will create substantial character change that is eternal in scope. Shelton
concludes:
Through its emphasis on union with Christ in obedient faith, the covenant
paradigm of God's grace in the story of redemption also opens up a valuable
resource for spirituality by removing the concepts of righteousness and holiness
from imputational interpretations of salvation. And through obedience in
following Christ's model, the gracious work of the Holy Spirit enables the
believer to be restored into the moral image of God through the empowerment
and character transformation that results from identification with Christ and from
walking in the Spirit. (Romans 8: 1-17) 16
I will now explore the biblical context for spiritual formation based on a covenant
relationship with God. As we make this journey, it will become clear to the reader that
entering into the covenant of promise reveals a new and powerful relationship with
God-a relationship based on grace, not legalism; and love, not punishment. Instead of
self-achievement, this relationship is empowered by the Holy Spirit. Now we return to
the beginning of God's great story.

In the Beginning: A Biblical Context for Spiritual Formation
God established his covenant relationship with humanity from the beginning of
the biblical story. Before we explore the idea of covenant and its impact on God's
creation, we must first develop a definition. Shelton offers this one: "What is covenant? It
is a formal or informal agreement between two parties that stipulates the nature and
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purpose of the agreement, the expectations of the arrangement, and the accountability of
the parties for the consequences of failure to fulfill the terms of the agreement. " 17
God first entered into a personal relationship (a covenant) with Adam. "The Lord
God formed the man from the dust of the ground and breathed into his nostrils the breath
oflife, and the man became a living being" (Gen. 2:7). God created Adam for
relationship, and this relationship was based upon a covenantal promise. "God created
man in his own image, in the image of God he created him; male and female he created
them" (Gen. 1:27). God blessed them, gave them food, and walked with them in the
garden, demonstrating an intimate relationship-a covenant. God clearly made known the
requirements ofliving within this covenant. If Adam and Eve were stewards of the earth
and all it contained, God would continue to bless them. "The Lord God took the man and
put him in the Garden of Eden to work it and take care of it" (Gen. 2: 15).
Commenting on this covenant, Willard says, "The human job description (the
'creation covenant,' we might call it) found in chapter 1 of Genesis indicates that God
assigned to us collectively the rule over all living things on earth, animals and plants. We
are responsible before God for life on the earth (vv. 28-30)." 18
God established a covenant relationship with Adam and Eve and outlined its
requirements. According to Thomas Edward McComiskey, "Obedience to the stipulation
of the covenant maintained the relationship to God and his world that was established by
virtue of Adam's creation. That relationship was one that involved the knowledge of
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God, communion with God, the enjoyment of an unsullied creation-this was life. But
disobedience would sever that relationship, and this severance is called death." 19
Clearly God related intimately with Adam and Eve. Willard observes, "We
exercise our 'rule' only in union with God, as he acts with us." 20 The only stipulation in
the garden was to "not eat from the tree of the knowledge of good and evil" (Gen. 2:17a).
Adam and Eve made the choice to violate this agreement, or covenant.
When Adam and Eve broke the covenant through their disobedience, the
relationship suffered. Not only did their relationship with God suffer, Adam's
relationship with himself and with Eve took a dramatic tum. Godly character is
maintained only when one stays in relationship with the Father. Willard states, "'God the
Father Almighty, maker of heaven and earth' must be made present to their minds in such
a way that they can see his magnificent beauty and their love can be strongly and
constantly drawn to him." 21 When this relationship breaks down, or is missing altogether,
a person's character suffers.
Henry Blackaby writes of the sacredness of the covenant between God and his
people. According to Blackaby, "A covenant is a sacred pledge based on trust between
two parties. The trusting relationship between the two parties becomes the most
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important factor, the basis from which everything else flows. " 22 Shelton adds, "A
covenant relationship involves divine commitment and human obligation."23
God instructed Adam and Eve not to eat from the tree of knowledge. The reason
behind this instruction was not discussed in depth, and Adam and Eve were not afforded
a question-and-answer period. God's instruction required trust, a trust that he knew best
and had their best interest at heart. Adam and Eve broke the sacred pledge of this
covenant when they decided to disobey. In reflecting upon this failure in the garden,
Charles Gilbert Weston says, "'In the day that thou eatest thereof thou shalt surely die,'
moral law, not advice. Character failure would bring spiritual death." 24 The dynamics of
Adam's relationship with God provide instruction for our relationship with God today.
Through Adam, the sin of disobedience entered the world, and this sin has wreaked havoc
upon generations ever since. Disobedience breaks covenant, whether with God or with
others.
In today's American society, disobedience to an outdated covenant is not viewed
as a problem. Reno writes, "In a society socialized to be nonjudgmental, supported by the
conviction that all truth is relative, the walls of defense against authority are strong
indeed. We can safely navigate the danger oflife, detached from the true and everlasting
dangers of obedience and commitment, for nothing has the right to make a claim on our
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souls. Such is postmodem freedom. " 25 Our society does not realize that it is living outside
God's covenant, and even if it did, it would not care.
Barry L. Callen, writing about the postmodem era, says, "The current postmodem
inclination is toward a religion that rests on the thin base of cynicism and personal
preference. It is widely assumed that the only wrong idea is to believe in any universal
truth, and the only recognized sin is to actually believe in sin." 26 Callen continues, "In
this setting, the self becomes god, truth is relative, and objectivity is an illusion. Ideas,
doctlines, and religious fonns are accepted or rejected on the basis of whether or not
persons like them and whether they are found useful and personally fulfilling." 27
Covenant will clearly suffer if it is not viewed as useful or expedient in improving one's
life.
A lengthy discussion of original sin is not the focus of this paper, but suffice it to
say that we all share a tendency toward disobedience. This is especially true when it
comes to disobeying God, which destroys covenant.
God based his covenant with Adam on intimacy and obedience. The garden was
more than just a place; it was a relationship. When Adam and Eve were banished from
the garden and an angel stood guard at the entrance, it indicated more than just removal
and relocation. In Genesis we read, "After he drove the man out, he placed on the east
side of the Garden of Eden cherubim and a flaming sword flashing back and forth to
guard the way to the tree qflife" (Gen. 3:24). The garden represented intimate
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relationship, and after that relationship was broken, the garden literally disappeared from
Adam and Eve's awareness. Even though the Edenic Covenant appeared lost, God
revealed an even greater covenant through Adam: "And I will put enmity between you
and the woman, and between your offspring and hers; he will crush your head, and you
will strike his heel" (Gen. 3: 15).
Weston observes, "Though the Edenic Covenant was transgressed and God kept
the covenant in allowing the promised results of sin, God also kept mercy. In keeping that
mercy, his objective of his purpose in man is fully preserved. The Edenic Covenant
foreshadows the ultimate redemption. The Adamic Covenant is an adjustment toward
accomplishing the purpose of God; it is not a deviation or loss of purpose. " 28
In the midst of Adam's disobedience, the covenant of promise was revealed.
McComiskey states, "Provision for a Redeemer becomes clear in the unfolding of the
promise. The inheritance given to God's people is based on the mediatorial work of
Christ. This was first established in the covenant of grace made between the Father and
the Son. This covenant overcomes the penalty of death established by the covenant of
works. Thus, God has dealt with mankind on the basis of covenant from the beginning of
time." 29

Noah and the Covenant of Promise
God's covenant with Noah came after the world was destroyed by a flood.
Scripture says, "The Lord was grieved that he had made man on the earth, and his heart
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was filled with pain" (Gen. 6:6). A heart filled with pain is a response to a broken
relationship, and humanity had ventured far from the intimacy of the garden. Genesis
records God's solution to this broken relationship: "I will wipe mankind, whom I have
created, from the face of the earth-men and animals, and creatures that move along the
ground, and birds of the air-for I am grieved that I have made them" (Gen. 6:7). God
mourned the loss of relationship, but fortunately, "Noah found favor in the eyes ofthe
Lord" (Gen. 6:8). Acknowledging God's favor, Weston writes that "the Noahic Covenant
was an act of mercy in the midst ofjudgment." 30
Once the floodwaters had dried up and Noah exited the ark, God embraced the
relationship by reestablishing his covenant. "I now establish my covenant with you and
with your descendants after you and with every living creature that was with you-the
birds, the livestock and all the wild animals, all those that came out of the ark with youevery living creature on earth. I establish my covenant with you: Never again will all life
be cut off by the waters of a flood; never again will there be a flood to destroy the earth"
(Gen. 9:9-11).
Though the covenant with Adam included the condition of obedience, the Noahic
covenant did not have a condition. God made the covenant, the promise to never destroy
the earth again with a flood, out of his desire to restore relationship with Noah, his
descendants, and all living creatures. The Noahic covenant displayed God's commitment
to his eternal covenant through the Son. Weston says, "If he destroyed ALL then his
covenant of the promised Seed would fai1." 31
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The Story Deepens: Abraham and the Covenantal Promises
Our disobedience caused the breaking of intimate relationship with God, but God
did not tum his back upon humankind; he continued to reach out to individuals. A new
dimension of the covenant began to unfold, one that went beyond God's personal
agreement with Abraham and included a commitment to a particular people-Israel: "I
will make you into a great nation and I will bless you." (Gen. 12:2a). Later, God tells
Abraham to '"look up at the heavens and count the stars-if indeed you can count them."
God adds, "So shall your offspring be" (Gen. 15:5b). Abraham's faith ushered him into a
covenantal relationship with God.
Willard asks the question, "What did Abraham believe that led God to declare or
'reckon' him righteous? Was it that God had arranged payment for his sins? Not at al1." 32
He goes on to say, "The story makes it very clear that Abraham believed God was going
to give him a male baby, an heir, and through that baby a multitude of descendants who
would possess the land promised to him. He trusted God, of course, but it was for things
involved in his current existence." 33
God is a relational being in the here and now. If Abraham believed in the
promises of God, then the covenant relationship would be established not only with
Abraham, but with his descendants. "I will surely bless you and make your descendants
as numerous as the stars in the sky and as the sand on the seashore. Your descendants will
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take possession of the cities of their enemies, and through your offspring all nations on
earth will be blessed, because you have obeyed me" (Gen. 22:17-18).
Reflecting on Abraham's faith, McComiskey writes, "Thus, the covenant was
initiated and established by God with Abraham on the basis of Abraham's faith.
However, his faith was not simply an affirmative cognition of God's word; it was true
biblical faith, which is trust in God manifested in ethical response. This is living faith,
and this faith established Abraham's relationship with God through covenant." 34 The
depth of this covenant is visually demonstrated in the act of circumcision. "This is my
covenant with you and your descendants after you, the covenant you are to keep: Every
male among you shall be circumcised. You are to undergo circumcision, and it will be the
sign of the covenant between me and you" (Gen. 17:10-11). God was intimately involved
in Abraham's life, and God's covenant expressed grace and faithfulness to him.
According to McComiskey, "The Abrahamic promise includes the promise of the
offspring, the promise of blessing for Abraham, the promise that Abraham's name would
be great, the promise of blessing for those who favor Abraham and disfavor for those
who do not, the promise that Abraham's descendents would occupy the land of Canaan,
the promise of divine blessing for Gentiles, the promise that the Lord would be the God
of those who comprise Abraham's offspring, and the promise that kings would be
descended from Abraham. " 35 God spoke an eternal promise to Abraham. McComiskey
continues, "The promise [to Abraham] is eternal. It does not depend on human obedience,
but on the sovereign intent of God. The disobedience of individuals cannot frustrate the
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purpose of God to bring salvation to the Gentiles." 36 This good news finds its fulfillment
in the new covenant established through Christ.

The Mosaic Covenant and the Dispensation of the Law
We often think of the Mosaic covenant as the Ten Commandments, but this is not
the whole picture. McComiskey says, "The law is not the promise. It is a covenant
distinct from the promise covenant. It establishes the conditions under which the terms of
the promise could be maintained. The promise is the eternal expression of God's will.
The law is the temporary framework that prescribed the terms of obedience for the people
of God in the Mosaic era." 37
Shelton, discussing obedience, writes, "God initiated the covenant, established the
conditions, and guaranteed the validity of the covenant relationship through his holiness,
love, justice, and grace. However, the people of Israel also had a part to play in
maintaining the relationship. They were called upon to respond with obedience in an
attitude of faith and love." 38 At Mt. Sinai God expressed his desire for continued
fellowship with humanity, but the covenant required perfect obedience.
The Israelites quickly showed that keeping the commandments was short-lived.
God's remedy-the way to stay within the covenant-was to follow a carefully laid out
process of sacrifice and sprinkling of blood. Breaking a commandment not only affected
the individual's relationship with God, but with the whole community. According to
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Shelton, "Sin to the Israelite was unhealthy, for it rendered one incapable ofliving with
others or with Yahweh. When a person insisted upon acting in a manner contrary to
God's order, he or she negated the covenant purposes of fellowship with Yahweh. This
was a moral transgression, not a legal one. It required a moral antidote, not a legal one." 39
McComiskey states, "The law was given to protect the people for the promise, to
aid them in the pursuit of their destiny, and to provide the legal standards so necessary to
an orderly society." 40 The law set forth a standard of how Israel was to behave as an
obedient people, but faith in a good and gracious God was still necessary. Israel needed
to demonstrate faith that God was good, that he had their best interest at heart, and that
the law expressed the best of their relationship-with God and with others. McComiskey
adds, "The law did not usurp the role of faith. " 41

A Covenant of Redemption and Reconciliation
The theme of covenant wove its way through Adam, Noah, Abraham, Moses,
David, and numerous prophets before its fulfillment in Christ. The covenant of promise,
declared between the Father and the Son before creation, is now realized in Christ.
McComiskey states, "The old covenant was external in the sense that God set it before
the people so that they might receive it into their hearts and obey it. Under the new
covenant the law is placed directly within the heart." 42 God's people were not able
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receive the law into their hearts and obey it fully; it was beyond their capacity.
McComiskey goes on to say, "The primary reason for the abrogation ofthe old covenant
was the failure of the people to receive the law into their hearts." 43 He also notes, "It is
precisely this weakness that the new covenant overcomes because it promises a new
heart, a responsive attitude to God's law." 44
Covenant is not about erecting stipulation after stipulation, but establishing
relationship. Everything God did in and through Israel demonstrated his overwhelming
desire to be in relationship. McComiskey says, "The Lord wished to establish a
relationship with his people, but their disobedience to the covenant stipulations nullified
the promises contained in the covenant. The new covenant, however, is eternal (Jeremiah
32:40) and guarantees the obedience of its participants. It thus secures the promises for
the covenant community."45
In looking at Christ's role in salvation, Shelton writes, "The biblical
understanding of Christ's role in his incamational identification and participation in
humanity presents him as a loving sacrifice who restores a real relationship with God.
This atoning work not only addresses the management of sin in justification, but also
establishes the basis for spiritual formation and sanctification in our participatory union
with Christ as we allow the Holy Spirit to transform us into Christ's image." 46 In Christ
our sins are dealt with. Not in the sense that Christ plucked us out ofthe fire of death in
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the nick of time, but rather that in Christ we are enabled to enter into the covenant of
promise based upon what he accomplished. Again, Shelton writes, "Only as we become
'new creatures' in Christ can we become reconciled to God. Our rebellion and alienation
has not been excused or ignored, nor has God chosen to see us through the lens of Christ
as if we were not really sinners. God does not count the sins of repentant sinners against
them because in reconciliation their relationships with him are no longer the rebellious
attitudes that cause the alienation in the first place."47
Becoming "new creatures in Christ" moves the believer back into a covenant
relationship with God. When a person responds to the saving message of Christ in faith,
transformation of character begins. The alienation caused by our rebellious attitude is
replaced by a spirit that is hungry for relationship with God. For inmates, this is the crux
of character change and possibly why it is so hard to see success. One of the major
criminogenic risk factors for inmates is attitude (explored more in chapter 4). Effecting a
change in attitude goes a long way toward rehabilitating and reconciling inmates back
into society. Repentance, therefore, is the first step in transforming attitude. Shelton
summarizes this step when he states, "Only because the believer is united with Christ
does the righteous character of Christ become the character of the believer. Because the
believer is transferred into the kingdom of righteousness and now participates in the life
of Christ, the inheritance of Christ becomes the believer's own through the Holy
Spirit. " 48
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Covenant versus Postmodern Thought
Covenant, according to Willard, is an interactive relationship with God. 49 This
relationship forms us spiritually and results in character transformation. "God's covenant
with his people," Blackaby writes, "is always a revelation of his purposes, describing a
definite promise that God desires to accomplish in and through his people. " 50 In
considering the transmission of the covenant relationship, how does the contemporary
Christian pastor articulate this aspect of authentic Christian spilituality to a postmodem
world? How does an incamational faith work in a postmodem setting? How does a
correctional chaplain present the loving message of Christ in a contemporary prison
setting with many religious orientations?
Among these varied orientations, postmodemism represents a common
philosophy that is embraced within the prisons. Spirituality is not anathema to
postmodems, but it is not necessarily the spirituality of our fathers and mothers.
Postmodems acknowledge openness to spirituality and the supernatural. According to
Shelton, "Popular spirituality, in this culture, is often conceived in terms of an impersonal
or magical life force." 51 Many people no longer believe in a personal God who seeks a
relationship with them. Many see Christianity as a tired religious philosophy that fails to
speak to postmodem life. In fact, paganism appears to be on the rise across the
postmodem landscape.
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James R. Lewis observes, "Paganism has re-emerged within Western twentiethcentury society for a good reason, for though it draws upon the past, it is designed for
living in the present. Its reappearance at this time is a spiritual corrective to what many
see as the head-long hurtle towards planetary destruction." 52 Religious activity and
participation within the prison setting confirm this interest and rise of paganism as well as
other non-traditional and non-western approaches to spirituality.
The postmodern period proclaims itself as an age of spirituality, but it is
spirituality ensconced within relativism. Postmodernists no longer debate truth versus
untruth or right versus wrong. Truth, virtue, right, and wrong are all seen as relative. If it
is true for you and right for you, it is true or right regardless of what traditionalists say.
Absolutes are far removed from the equation.
Richard V alantasis listed various elements that affect the postmodernist' s view of
spirituality. According to Valantasis, the postmodern believes that "there is no consistent
or universal narrative that explains all religious experiences and phenomena." 53 He
continues, "Other religions besides Christianity have validity and importance, bear the
truth, and are worthy of respect. " 54 Many postmoderns view Christianity as judgmental,
oppressive, and archaic; therefore, Christian spirituality is not looked upon favorably.
V alantasis states that the postmodern would contend, "Religious formation is not valid in
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only one religious tradition; in fact, often religious practices transgress denominational
and faith boundaries." 55
I would add that Christian spirituality is not properly understood by those outside
the church, or those within it. Certain Christian spiritual practices may be viewed as
useful, but because the postmodem worldview does not include one true God,
postmodems do not grasp the incamational transforming work of God's Spirit. It is
Shelton's view that "the postmodem rejection of tradition, the increasing influence of
Eastern religions, and the mindset of pluralism in religious issues raise serious issues for
the perceived relevance of the Christian message." 56
Many women at Coffee Creek Conectional Facility have been exposed to a
variety of religious expressions and ideas. Somewhere there was a break between the
early Christian teachings they were once exposed to and the place they find themselves in
today. Recently two inmates commented to a ministry volunteer, "We are not sure we
believe in God the way you do." This statement reveals that their understanding of God is
based on a perception of him rather than on Scripture, tradition, or experience. Their
experience of God may be far from orthodoxy, to which the postmodem would respond,
"So what?" And the traditionalist would cringe.
Stanley J. Grenz writes, "The reality of God remains an open question in the
contemporary world." 57 Only when individuals come to experience a relationship with
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God through Christ will true spiritual transformation occur. When individuals discover
they are loved and accepted by Christ (the covenant of promise), transformation begins.
Robert C. Greer gives this starting point: "Absolute truth is a person to be known
(John 14:6), a person who has the freedom to reveal himself differently to different
individuals and religious communities." 58

Jesus as Role Model for Spiritual Formation
We must answer the question of how incarnational faith works itself out in a
prison setting. Valantasis writes, "Incarnate living demands that Clu:istians manifest the
divine life of which they are a part in their daily thoughts and life. " 59 If religion within
the prison really makes a difference in the lives of imnates, it will begin to change them
at their core. Their spirit will be renewed by an encounter with Christ and their outlook
restored (and reshaped) by entering into a new, healthy relationship with God, as well as
with others. Spiritual disciplines, mentoring, role modeling, and Christian fellowship will
be the sustaining resources of personal growth and spiritual transformation.
Darrell L. Guder puts it this way: "Their identity (who they are), their character
(how they are), their motivation (why they are), and their vocation (what they do) are
theological, and thus missional. That is, they are not formed solely by human intentions
and efforts, individual or collective, but instead by God's empowering presence." 60
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Receiving Christ and entering into a covenant relationship with him marks the
beginning of Christian spiritual fonnation. What is spiritual formation? Maxie D.
Dunham gives this definition: "Spiritual formation is that dynamic process of receiving
through faith and appropriating through conunitment, discipline, and action, the living
Christ into our own life to the end that our life will conform to, and manifest the reality of
Christ's presence in the world." 61
M. Robert Mulholland views spiritual formation as very much a pati of human
existence and not just something in which religious people engage. He says, "Human life
by its very nature is spiritual formation. The question is not whether we will engage in
spiritual formation. The question is what kind of spiritual formation are we already
engaged in? Are we being increasingly conformed to the brokenness and disintegration of
the world, or are we being increasingly conformed to the wholeness and integration of the
image of Christ?" 62
Paul, in writing to the Colossians, challenges his hearers to open their lives to
God's infilling and to bear fruit: "For this reason, since the day we heard about you, we
have not stopped praying for you and asking God to fill you with the knowledge of his
will through all spiritual wisdom and understanding. And we pray this in order that you
may live a life worthy of the Lord and may please him in every way: bearing fruit in
every good work, growing in the knowledge of God" (Col. 1:9-10). The only way to
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"live a life worthy of the Lord" and to "please him in every way" is to be confonned into
the image of Christ. This is the essence of Christian spiritual formation.
Shelton states, "To be in Christ requires death to the bondage of sin by
participating through faith-obedience in the dying and rising with Christ, which leads to
an ethically new life as the Holy Spirit creates an interpersonal bond between Christ and
the believer." 63 The person born again through Christ has the desire to avoid sin and live
to please Christ. Though being born again is not based on our efforts to stop sinning,
placing our lives into the hands of Christ involves surrendering our will, or dying to self
and to sin. Faith and obedience to him bring us under the guidance of the Holy Spirit, and
this guidance moves us into relationship (covenant) with God.
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CHAPTER3
HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE OF SPIRITUAL FORMATION
AND CHARACTER TRANSFORMATION
Introduction

The biblical story is the unfolding account of a covenant between God and his
people. Chapter 2 makes it clear that God relates to people through covenant. Shelton
tells us "salvation is a relational issue. Sin is a brokenness and alienation from God; and
he has established, through his covenant with humanity, a way of reconciling the distance
between himself and us. " 1 As outlined in the previous chapter, Christ is the covenant of
promise. This means Christ is the way of reconciliation to the Father. In Christ we are
justified by his obedience to the cross. When God looks upon us, he no longer sees our
sinful nature because we are covered by the saving grace of Christ. Christ's journey to the
cross was the means of substitution for our sins and restoration to the covenant
relationship.
McComiskey gives this view: "The law did not grant the inheritance in the Old
Testament. The inheritance was granted by the promise covenant which had faith as its
covenant righteousness. So, in the present era of the new covenant, adherence to the
principle of law alone cannot grant the great spiritual inheritance that God has for his
people. The inheritance is granted by faith in Christ. "2 This faith restores us to our proper
relationship with God.
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As we grow in our relationship with God, the process of spiritual formation, from
a Christian perspective, transforms our character. We must not stop at justification and
consider our spiritual journey complete; justification is only the starting point.
The penal substitution understanding of the work of the cross has a direct effect
on character development. If the sole focus is removing guilt so we can enter heaven, our
humanness with its weaknesses, blemishes, and sinful desires is left unredeemed.
Mulholland speaks to this dilemma when he writes, "Here is the great work of God in the
process of spiritual formation. God is at work in the areas of our deadness to transfonn
them into life in the image of Christ. "3
Shelton, too, sees the cross as more than the point of justification for sin.
Reflecting upon this, he says, "Dikaiosune-God's righteousness/justification-both
acquits the sinner and breaks the bondage of sin, making righteousness a reality in the life
of the believer. It is both the pardoning of forensic justification and righteousness as the
living power of right relationship to Christ's Spirit that overcomes sin." 4
According to Willard, "Spiritual formation is not something that may, or may
not, be added to the gift of eternal life as an option. Rather, it is the path that the eternal
kind oflife 'from above' naturally takes. It is the path one must be on if his or hers is to
be an eternal kind oflife." 5 God's covenant plan restores individuals into the image ofhis
Son. Again, Willard states, "If we-through well-directed and unrelenting action-
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effectually receive the grace of God in salvation and transformation, we certainly will be
incrementally changed toward inward Christlikeness." 6
With simplicity and power, Shelton writes, "This is what atonement means: to be
restored to a Spirit-inspired relationship with God."7 This chapter will explore moments
in the history of the church and its covenant people and uncover the journey toward "a
Spirit-inspired relationship with God." We will particularly focus on spiritual formation
and how this was viewed as the way to transform character, maintain relationship with
God, and strengthen community among believers.
The disciples experienced spiritual formation daily as they lived in the presence of
Jesus. Sitting at his feet in the temple or walking along dusty roads, they heard him speak
on many subjects. Each discourse drew them deeper into relationship with God. They
observed how he dealt with both moral and ethical issues, and this shaped their
relationships within the community as they became more and more Christlike. Bradley P.
Holt, addressing the subject of spiritual formation, says, "Jesus is central to Christian
spiritual formation. In short, Jesus is the basis, the example, and the promise of Christian
spiritual formation." 8 Kenneth Boa puts it this way: "Biblical spirituality is a Christcentered orientation to every component of life through the mediating power of the
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indwelling Holy Spirit." 9 Again, Boa addresses the centrality of Christ when he states,
"Christ transforms us in the very process ofliving in and through us." 10
One might think it is Christ's responsibility to change us and that we have nothing
to say or do about the process. Boa would say that this response is false and misleading.
In his words, "Sanctification is a divine-human process that involves both dwelling in the
power of his Spirit in our inner being and the gradual formation of Christlike character
and behavior. Thus we must retain the balance of dependence and discipline, of divine
sovereignty and human responsibility." 11 The covenantal relationship involves God's
gracious act and our faithful response. Willard sees that "God's intent is to be present
among his people and to heal them, teach them, and provide for them." 12 Spiritual
transformation within the covenant relationship is a work of God.
According to Stanley Hauerwas, "Christianity is more than a matter of a new
understanding. Christianity is an invitation to be part of an alien people who make a
difference because they see something that cannot otherwise be seen without Christ.
Right living is more the challenge than right thinking." 13
Throughout history, Christians have sought to experience the same intimacy with
Christ that the disciples knew. Christians have desired what Willard refers to as "spiritual
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transformation into Christlikeness." 14 Willard views this transformation as "the process
of forming the inner world of the human self in such a way that it takes on the character
of the inner being of Jesus himself The result is that the 'outer' life of the individual
increasingly becomes a natural expression of the inner reality of Jesus and of his
teachings. Doing what he said and did increasingly becomes a part of who we are." 15
Shelton writes, "To follow the Suffering Servant thus means to pattern one's life
after Chiist's life of self-giving and suffering. This is the way to wholeness, or theosis,
which is the orthodox characterization of this likeness of and union with God." 16
John R. Tyson informs us that the road is not an easy one. He says, "There are
few shortcuts in the journey from being a sin-dominated person to becoming a spiritually
empowered, Christlike person; it is not a journey that is made quickly or easily." 17
Although many today want a quick-fix religion, Tyson says, "It is often a pilgrimage that
proceeds steadily and incrementally as a Christian gives himself or herself more and
more over to God's will and is correspondingly recreated more and more in God's
character and likeness." 18 The monastic experience emerged as one historical pattern of
Christians attempting to live lives of self-giving and suffering. Now we will direct our
attention to this historical movement.
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The Beginnings of Monasticism
Retail bookshelves are filled with self-improvement and self-help books.
Christians, no less than other groups, scramble to find advice in these books, even though
the authors tend to focus on improving by one's own efforts. Dunham makes it clear that
this is not the way of the Christian disciple. He says, "We are not saved by our own moral
self-improvement, nor by refining our belief system, nor by doing and being better and
better. We are saved by allowing God's power oflove to work radically within us. The
indwelling Christ is a converting presence, restoring and renewing that distorted and
defaced image of God within us." 19 For many Christians the struggle begins there,
focusing on self-improvement rather than allowing God's Spirit to create something new.
We desperately need to be changed, but we continue to miss God's call to new life.
Mulholland states bluntly, "In the final analysis, there is nothing we can do to
· transform ourselves into persons who love and serve as Jesus did except make ourselves
available for God to do that work of transforming grace in our lives." 20 Mulholland sums
up this thought when he writes, "It is God, not we ourselves, who is the source of the
transformation of our being into wholeness in the image of Christ."21 For Boa, "Christian
growth is not achieved by outer rules or ritual but by an inner relationship. Christlikeness
is developed 'through the Spirit, by faith (Galatians 5:5). "' 22
The monastic movement grew out of the desire for a deeper, more intimate life
with Christ. Douglas Burton-Christie expressed this longing through the words of
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Antony, "'Renounce this life, so that you may be alive to God.' Abba Antony's words
capture one of the fundamental impulses of desert monasticism: to renounce everything
in order to come to an intimate and abiding knowledge of God." 23 Monasticism was also
a means of dealing with the stronghold of sin among Christians.
Tim Vivian in his introduction to the translated text, Journeying into God, writes,
"Perhaps finally that is what this desert still offers us, and what we most need: to see our
demons (which are there whether we see them or not), to confront them, and finally
through love, prayer, humility, and self-sacrifice, to overcome them. The desert offers us
the chance to live out the Gospel, if not perfectly, then concretely and, as much as
humanly possible, fully." 24 Christians felt that the world had so encroached upon the
community of believers that any true formation of the spirit would only happen by
separating themselves from the world. Monasticism became the avenue to a deeper walk
with Christ. Monastics felt they needed to completely separate from the world in order to
be set free from the grip of sin that kept them from true Christlikeness. According to
Kenneth Leech, "Monasticism was a direct growth out of the desert movement, and
through the centuries it has retained the signs of its wilderness origin." 25
The history of the monastic movement began in Africa. Holt states, "Africa was
the scene of experiments in spiritual life that have shaped both the Western and Eastern
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traditions ever since." 26 Holt goes on to say, "It was in Egypt that men and women first
entered the desert to live out more fully the asceticallife they longed for, but the practice
quickly spread to Asia and Europe.'m

An Exhibited Life
Many of those who departed for the monastic life chose a life of spiritual battle.
One of the first to choose this path was Antony (ca. 250-353). In looking at Antony's
life, Holt tells us that he "exhibits not only discipline but tenderness and service. He both
lived the utterly simplified life of a he1mit and advised, reconciled, healed, and
encouraged those who sought his aid. His was not so much an escape from the world as it
was an engagement with the enemy of humankind in spiritual combat." 28 This spiritual
combat-fighting with our demons-has often been viewed as the driving force behind
the journey into the seclusion of the desert. It was here in the loneliness of the harsh
environment, with the deprivation of basic needs, that the monk would encounter his
fears and weaknesses. The struggle for his soul would be intense. For many ofthe monks,
the struggle with their demons took an extreme tum.
According to Callen, monks viewed the deserts as "solitary places to engage in
severe forms of self-discipline."29 Far from being a means of holiness, these severe forms
of self-discipline often left the monk feeling further from God.
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V alantasis relates that striving for perfection often led monks into the despair of
failure. In reflecting upon this struggle, Valantasis writes, "The monk's will is to become
perfect, but the interior life reveals that there are many impediments to achieving that
perfection." 30
Callen saw the danger of isolation "as much of monasticism has shown over the
centuries, an excessive aloneness easily breeds unhealthy isolation, loss of community
values, fresh heresies (my own voice is surely the voice of God), and mission
irresponsibility. " 31
How different this is from Jesus' isolation in the wilderness following his
baptism. According to Vivian, "When Jesus went out into the desert after his baptism, he
confronted the devil and thereby smashed the illusions of power, control, and selfcenteredness."32 Obviously, Jesus experienced physical discomfort, but the pain wasn't
an end in itself. Beating up his body to have self-control was not the purpose of the desert
for Jesus.
Callen states, "By the fifth century, the individualism of the solitary ascetics
gradually gave way to communal forms such as established monastic communities." 33
V alantasis tells us that "one does not need to withdraw from the world, or step back from
living, or disengage from relationships in order to become holy." 34
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Leech says, "Running throughout the entire monastic movement, whether in
desert wastes or in cultivated mini-cities, is the theme of solidarity, of the vision of God
as a common vision. No more powerful witness against a purely private spiritual quest
has ever been made. " 35 Nevertheless, an overview of monasticism offers much for the
Christian seeking spiritual transformation. Mulholland viewed the classical Christian
pilgrimage as Awakening, Purgation, Illumination, and Union. 36 We will explore each of
these stages of pilgrimage through the lens of monasticism.

Awakening
Awakening, spiritually speaking, means coming to the understanding that the way
we are living isn't working and that we are estranged from God. With this relationship
broken, restoration is our only hope for living life as God meant it to be. We come to the
realization that life on our own, with all its outside influences, is confusing at best and
destructive at worst. Boa states, "We sojourn in an increasingly fragmented world that
has a way of eroding our commitments and blurring our focus." 37 Monks who were led
into the monastic life understood the need for spiritual awakening, even if they could not
easily articulate it. Ultimately, they sought to flee into the desert to save their souls.
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James E. Goehring writes, "As in ancient Egypt, where those who departed this
life were entombed in the desert, many early monks fled to the desert to symbolize while
yet alive their chosen death to this life and citizenship in heaven." 38
Willard reminds us that "without this realization of our utter ruin and without the
genuine revisioning and redirecting of our lives, which that bitter realization naturally
gives rise to, no clear path to inner transformation can be found." 39 Awakening begins,
quite simply, with an encounter of one's self. Vivian states, "The whole point of
spirituality, it seems to me, is to encounter ourselves as living, whole human beings in the
presence of God. " 40
The desert fathers, and those who followed, confronted their humanness directly
and saw the need for a greater light to shine upon them. According to Burton-Christie,
"Because the desert fathers held integrity of words and life to be so important, the
question of how to bring one's life into conformity with Scripture became a burning
question. They were convinced that only through doing what the text enjoined could one
hope to gain any understanding of its meaning. " 41
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Purgation

Boa says, "Many people back off when they encounter their first taste of the cost
of discipleship. When they come to suspect that the cost of living in Christ is dying to self
(John 12:24-26), they may reach for their rights rather than embrace the cross."42 Citing
the reason for this response, Boa explains, "In a culture that feeds our natural fleshly
aspirations through the promotion of self-realization, self-actualization, self-fulfillment
and self-esteem, the biblical principle of self-denial (Mark 8:34-38) sounds unappealing.
The idea that we forfeited our rights when we came to Jesus and that life is all about him
and not about us does not sit well in a world that values temporal assets above eternal
goods." 43
Contemporary society does not use terms like dying to self or purgation. We
would much rather enhance ourselves by gaining more and more. For the monk, dying to
self and being purged of sinful desires comprised a big part of the monastic life. Thomas
Merton writes, "For centuries the monastic life meant one of two things: being a hermit
or being a cenobite. They were two roads to the same immediate end-the emptying and
purification of one's heart, setting it free to praise the infinite God for His sake alone." 44
According to Willard, "Christian spiritual formation rests on this indispensable
foundation of death to self and cannot proceed except insofar as that foundation is being
firmly laid and sustained." 45 Dying to self and seeking a deeper, more intimate walk with
Christ was a freeing experience for many of the monks. Speaking of this freedom,
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Burton-Christie writes, "The telos of the monks' life in the desert was freedom: freedom
from anxiety about the future; freedom from the tyranny of haunting memories of the
past; freedom from an attachment to the ego which precluded intimacy with others and
with God. " 46
The concept of "dying to self' is difficult for most Christians to embrace and is
especially hard for those who are incarcerated. Many inmates struggle with addictions,
and the addictive person struggles with a sense of self. According to Gerald G. May,
"Suffering the extreme devastation of will and self-control that addiction brings, people
necessarily become self-centered. The humiliation, shame, and guilt that erode selfesteem also breed deviousness and manipulation."47 For addicts, dying to self doesn't
make sense. In fact, they feel as if they are dying daily, and their drug is what keeps them
sane. May continues, "Severely addicted people feel unworthy and incapable of getting
what they need in straightforward ways, no matter what masks of competence or
grandiosity they may wear." 48 For the addicted person, change is an intense struggle. May
states, "Repeatedly failed resolutions eventually lead to depression and to some kind of
admission of defeat. " 49
Quite possibly the desert fathers and monks can provide hope for those ensnared
by addiction. Imbach writes, "The desert Christians spoke of the goal of apatheia, the
conquering of sinful passions. Often this has been understood as coming to the place of
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no desire. But the translation of the word, apatheia, should not be 'without desire' but
rather 'freedom from the tyranny of desire' ." 50
According to Willard, "Spiritual transformation only happens as each essential
dimension of the human being is transformed to Christlikeness under the direction of a
regenerate will interacting with constant overtures of grace from God. Such
transformation is not the result of mere human effort and cannot be accomplished by
putting pressure on the will (heart, spirit) alone." 51 Willard offers the following insight on
self-denial: "At the first we must very self-consciously deny ourselves-reject the
preeminence of what we want, when and as we want it-and we must look to quite
specific motions of God's grace in and around us to guide and strengthen us in our
occasions of self-denial. " 52 The Christian disciple needs to experience, as Willard would
say, the "replacement of habits of sin by habits of righteousness." 53
Boa appears to see clearly into the spiritual condition of Western Christianity
when he says, "The more visible sins of moral or ethical compromise and failure are
generally the byproducts of inner spiritual disintegration-the loss of the clear eye
(Matthew 6:22-23) and the pure heart (Matthew 5:8; 1 Timothyl :5; 2 Timothy 2:22).
Declining passion for Christ eventually subverts calling and character."
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For the monk, spiritual disciplines were the tools for the journey to Christlikeness.
According to Imbach, following Christ involves "the choices we make to nurture and
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support the life of God emerging within us and to resist becoming captive to the ways we
can distort the power of this life. " 55
Mulholland viewed the work of God as touching all areas of our life-personally,
corporately and globally. He states, "God seeks to create in us a whole new structure of
habits, attitudes, and perceptions; of dynamics of personal and corporate relationships; of
patterns of reaction and response to the world. This new structure is one of increasing
Christlikeness." 56 Mulholland joins Willard and others in emphasizing the importance of
spiritual disciplines. He writes, "The Christian's journey toward wholeness in the image
of Christ for the sake of others progresses by means of spiritual disciplines." 57 Spiritual
disciplines are more than tools that Christians pick up from the church or spiritual
mentors; they are, Mulholland says, "a grace that comes to us from God." 58
Unfortunately, for many Christians this grace is not being experienced on a
transformational level. Some of the blame falls on the individual, but more falls on the
church. Boa writes, "The bulk of Christian churches and denominations pitch their
message so low that even if their members practiced the spiritual regimens they propose,
it is unlikely that they would be distinguishably different from their neighbors." 59 This
realization drove many monks toward the desert or the monastery, but in today's culture,
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mediocrity is viewed as the status quo. Boa says, "In our Christian subculture, mental
assent to doctrine is not directly linked to rigorous pursuit of discipleship." 60
Willard challenges today' s church to begin "a rigorous practice of disciplines that
would bring a true transformation of character." 61 Historically, practicing spiritual
disciplines drove individuals into the desert, or monasteries, where they expressed their
faith through self-denial and other strenuous disciplines. These disciplines resulted in
spiritual transformation. In contrast, the contemporary church is wary of practicing
spiritual disciplines, and when they do, resulting character change is often questionable.

Illumination
Willard says that many within the church today are afflicted with the same "toxic
system of ideas and images" 62 as the sunounding culture. Once we come to an awakening
and begin to purge ourselves (through the work of the Holy Spirit) from thoughts,
actions, and behaviors that are opposed to God, it is imperative that we allow God's grace
to shine upon us. Spiritual fonnation becomes an act of illumination as we put it into
practice. Willard explains, "Christian spiritual formation is inescapably a matter of
recognizing in ourselves the idea system (or systems) of evil that governs the present age
and the respective culture (or various cultures) that constitute life away from God." 63 If
we are looking for character change within the covenantal relationship with God through
Christ, we must challenge our belief system and lifestyle. According to Willard,
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"Thought, feeling and will give rise to character. " 64 We must begin to bring our thoughts,
feelings, and will under the lordship of Christ. Practically, this happens when we
willingly change what our minds dwell upon. Willard tells us that "will alone cannot
carry us to change, but will implemented through changing my thoughts and feelings can
result in my becoming the kind of person who just doesn't do that kind of thing
anymore. " 65
In the next chapter we will look at the why it is important for the incarcerated to
have the desire to change and the willingness to adjust their attitudes. For those who read
God's Word and adhere more and more to Christ, spiritual change comes through the
Holy Spirit. Again, Willard emphasizes God's work within us when he explains, "If we
take in God through his Word and walk the way of those who know by experience the
transformation of the mind, that transformation, with its natural and supernatural effects,
will come to us and pervade every dimension of our person." 66

Union
Union with God means entering into the covenantal relationship of love and peace
that is only found in his presence. Everything-every dimension of our lives-is effected
supernaturally. Boa says, "The life of Christ can be reproduced in us only by the power of
the Holy Spirit. As an inner work of God, it is achieved not by human effort but by divine
enabling. " 67
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Imbach reveals man's tendency to resist God's inner work and settle for outward
religion. He observes, "If the truth be known, I think most of us avoid God. We prefer
religion. God's life is too hot to handle. It's too big, and we're afraid it will do us in. It
will-in the best sense ofthe word! "68
For many people a life of sin has become comfortable, and receiving Christ and
his gift of new life seems daunting at best. Boa warns of the subtle danger of sin when he
says, "Sin leads to pretense, a lack of transparency, and a desire to be served rather than
serve. Walking in God's light leads to humility, openness, and a desire to give rather than
grab. "69
Therefore, it is when we are farthest away from God that his Spirit begins the
work of transformation. Mulholland writes, "Our cross is the point of our unlikeness to
the image of Christ, where we must die to self in order to be raised by God into
wholeness of life in the image of Christ right there at that point. "70 Mulholland views this
as becoming whole and complete by the grace and work of the Holy Spirit. He concludes,
"Spiritual formation is the experience ofbeing shaped by God toward wholeness." 71

Solitude and Character Change

One of the spiritual disciplines practiced by Jesus inc_luded solitude. Time after
time, Jesus left his disciples to experience periods of time alone, and during those times
Jesus communed with his Father. Throughout the history of the church, solitude has been
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regarded as a spiritual discipline. It was a major spiritual discipline used by the desert
fathers and by monks. Leech says, "If the desert is about simplicity, it is also about
waiting. A desert spirituality is a spirituality of waiting upon God, and this will be a vital
part of our prayer. " 72 Many present-day Christians no longer practice the discipline of
solitude. In fact, sound is one of the greatest interrupters and stressors encountered by
citizens of the twenty-first century.
Solitude clears the mind and heart of external noise and directs one to focus on
hearing God. Historically, solitude served as the premise behind the prison system of
individual cells and was seen as a means to reflect upon one's crime and to experience
remorse. Marshall states, "Prisons were built throughout Western Europe and America
with the intention not only of incarcerating but also of reforming prisoners through a
combination of work, discipline, and penance (the latter encouraged by individual cells
where offenders had space for solitary reflection)." 73 Solitude as a point of reflection and
remorse also became a factor in the development of segregation. Today, however,
segregation in prison is used only for punishment, to isolate those with bad behavior and
provide safety and security to staff and inmates. Solitude is not isolation and isolation is
not solitude. We must be connected to God and to others, even in our solitude. This
brings us to the ministry of mentoring.
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Mentors and the Monastic Culture

Mentoring was one of the hallmarks of the desert and monastic movement.
According to Tyson, "Cenobitic (from the Greek word for 'common') monasticism drew
more directly upon the koinonia concepts of shared life and fellowship as a basis for
monastic life." 74 Mentoring was very much a part of the community. Today mentoring is
essential if the church is to grow in health and numbers.
Boa writes, "We develop in our thinking, our character, and our application when
we are connected to authentic people who share the journey with us, particularly when
some of them have progressed further down the road than we have." 75
Hauerwas saw the importance of mentoring within the church and believed that
mentors are more than guides in Christian life and practice, they are models. He explains,
"Christi.an_community, life in the colony, is not primarily about togetherness. It is about
the way of Jesus Christ with those whom he calls to himself." 76
The Celtic model, a historic model of monasticism, exemplifies mentoring. The
first attempt to follow the western model of monasticism in Ireland was known as "Green
Martyrdom." Thomas Cahill describes the Green Martyrs as "those who, leaving behind
the comforts and pleasures of ordinary human society, retreated to the woods, or to a
mountaintop, or to a lonely island-to one of the green no-man's-lands outside of tribal
jurisdictions-there to study the scriptures and commune with God."77 This style did not
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fit the Celtic people. They did not do well with isolation because they were by nature a
social people. Celtic monasticism in Ireland essentially developed as a form of
evangelism. Unlike its western counterpart, Celtic monasticism was not a retreat into the
desert where adherents combated the evils of the flesh to save and cultivate their souls; it
was a means of saving the souls of others.
George G. Hunter, addressing the rise of monasteries, states, "The eastern
monasteries organized to protect and escape from the materialism of the Roman world
and the corruption of the church; the Celtic monasteries organized to penetrate the pagan
world and to extend the church." 78
Rather than defining monasticism as a separate movement within Irish
Christianity, it is seen as an integral part of the whole. According to Esther De Waal,
"Celtic Christianity was essentially monastic, as indeed the origins of Christianity in the
whole of Britain were strictly monastic." 79 The influence of Monasticism wove itself
throughout the history of Irish Christianity and rose to prominence in the sixth century.
The Celtic people were ready-made for the monastic way oflife. John Thomas
McNeill tells us, "In many cases what the founders sought was a retreat with few
companions in some remote spot, but they found themselves pursued by throngs of young
men eager to follow their example and to obey their rules .... It is possible that in Ireland a
larger percentage of the whole population than anywhere else entered monastic
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communities. Nowhere else in Christendom was the culture of a people so completely
embraced within monasticism." 80
Effecting character transformation in Christians today requires culturally sensitive
evangelism and strong mentoring. Evangelism that respects one's history and culture and
seeks to transform a person's heart and character is essential. The spiritual heritage and
nature of the Celtic people made them very receptive to the Christianity. De Waal
understands this when she wtites, "These [the Celts] were a rural people, living close to
the earth, close to stone and water, and their religious worship was shaped by their
awareness of these elemental forces .... They were a warrior people, a people whose myths
and legends told them of heroes and heroic exploits .... All this was taken up by a
Christianity that was not afraid of what it found but felt that it was natural to appropriate
it into the fullness of Christian living and praying." 81
The challenge of mentoring Christians exists in the church today, but the
challenge is even greater within correctional institutions. In the next chapter we will
explore this challenge, but before we do, we will focus on spiritual transformation in
Christians.

Dallas Willard and the Spiritually Transformed Person
Dallas Willard gives a contemporary voice to the field of spiritual formation. I
have chosen Willard because his work goes beyond merely insight into spiritual
disciplines that shape us spiritually. Willard connects with the essentials of what it means
80
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to be formed into the image of Christ. He begins with the premise that all human beings
have a spirit and that we are being transformed. This transformation takes place whether
or not we are religious and whether or not we believe in the existence of the spirit.
Willard states, "The human spirit is an inescapable, fundamental aspect of every human
being; and it takes on whichever character it has from the experiences and the choices
that we have lived through or made in our past. " 82 Spiritual formation happens essentially
every day by the experiences we face and the choices we make. Each choice leaves an
indelible mark upon our spirit.
Mulholland asserts that spiritual formation is not limited to a single experience
but that it continues throughout one's lifetime. He says, "Once we understand spiritual
formation as a process, all of life becomes spiritual formation." 83 Recognizing the diverse
persuasions among those in this process, Callen refers to their spirituality as
"transreligious" and adds, "There are Hindu, Muslim, and numerous other traditional
spiritualities and brands of spirituality not rooted in any organized religious tradition." 84
Willard points out that these differing spiritualities define the resulting character. He
explains, "Spiritual formation, without regard to any specifically religious context or
tradition, is the process by which the human spirit or will is given a definite 'form' or
character. " 85
Even a basic understanding of human nature confirms this understanding of
character formation. Each person we meet has a character. Defining character, or
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understanding it, is a realm that would take much exploration. But even the simplest look
at one's self (or others) may convince us that character is lacking. We can all be selfcentered and protective. Willard looks into his own soul, and at those around him,
proclaiming with wisdom and conviction that our greatest need is "renovation of our
heart." 86
"Spiritual formation for the Christian," according to Willard, "basically refers to
the Spirit-driven process of fonning the inner world of the human self in such a way that
it becomes like the inner being of Christ himself. " 87 Most contemporary Christians would
cringe at this concept because it seems impossible to achieve, and they are not even sure
they would want to achieve it.
Callen states, "Without the immediate and transforming presence of the Holy
Spirit, God may be majestic, ideal, before all time, and the center of all perfections, but
this God is distant, mostly a grand idea, and too removed to really impact me and my life
in the present world." 88
Willard would argue that people do not change spiritually just because they want
to, but rather change begins with the Holy Spirit reaching out to our spirit. 89 Willard
views character change as the product of spiritual renewal-something God accomplishes
in us. As God's grace brings us to salvation, it also transforms our inward being
incrementally. It is not something that we accomplish by our own efforts and merits. 90
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Willard believes it is essential that we enter into covenant with God to experience
Christlike spiritual formation. He views covenant as an "interactive relationship to
God." 91 This is the purpose for which we were born, our destiny. "This interactive,
covenant relationship is eternal life (John 17:3)." 92
Willard outlines six basic aspects of human nature that are common to all:
1. Thought (images, concepts, judgments, inferences)
2. Feelings (sensation, emotion)
3. Choice (will, decision, character)
4. Body (action, interaction with the physical world)
5. Social Context (personal and structural relations to others)
6. Soul (the factor that integrates all of the above to form one life) 93

Spiritual Change as Articulated by Willard

Denial of self is the beginning point of spiritual change. When Willard looks at
the human person, he sees the central principles of dysfunctionality and corruption
caused by self-worship. Self occupies the central position and everything revolves around
it. If the human self is to be changed, the "foundation of its renovation," as Willard would
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say, is "self-denial."94 In other words, "Spiritual formation in Christ is the process to
move from self-worship to Christ-centered self-denial."95 For many incarcerated persons,
survival is a major issue, a daily need. Inmates may have lived on the street, in poverty,
in the drug lifestyle, or in an abusive environment. Therefore, a sense of protectiveness,
self-preservation, and mistrust has become part of their nature. Even though they may
agree that their lives are dysfunctional and corrupted, it would be hard for them to
embrace a lifestyle of self-denial.
Many inmates feel they have already lived a deprived life. They may have sought
achievement, ownership, and success, and for many this has led to a life of crime. The
journey from self-worship to self-denial is not an easy one for most people. Add to this
an addictive lifestyle, characteristic of many prisoners, and the journey becomes much
longer and steeper. Again, Willard understands the reluctance to change that is found in
many of us when he writes, "real spiritual need and change .. .is on the inside, in the
hidden area of the life that God sees and that we cannot even see in ourselves without his
help." 96
Religious Services encourages inmates to access, develop, and practice their
spirituality by attending religious services and programs. 97 Need is subjective. Many
inmates may not understand the depth of their own spiritual need. They may know their
situation isn't good and that what they've done isn't working. They may even want to
change but may not interpret this to mean spiritual change. "Jailhouse" religion is often
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viewed as superficial; however, inmates can experience deep change through an
encounter with God's Spirit.
Willard develops his outline for spiritual formation with what he calls the VIM
acronym. 98 Vis for vision. Those seeking inner transformation must have a clear vision of
where they want to go and what they want to be. Christ becomes the pattern and the goal.
As vision focuses more and more on him, a destination comes into view.
I is for intention. It is. one thing to have a vision, but another matter to intend to

reach that vision. Willard explains, "People who do not intend to be inwardly
transformed, so that obedience to Christ 'comes naturally,' will not be-no matter what
means they think of themselves as employing." 99 Individuals must intend to engage in
spiritual formation and intend to be transformed. In other words, according to Willard,
the aim of spiritual formation is "to bring every element in our being, working from
inside out, into harmony with the will of God and the Kingdom of God." 100 Prison
religion is not unique in having many attend who do not demonstrate by their behavior an
appreciable difference in character. If a participant of religious programming does not
seriously desire inner transformation, it will not happen. Grace will do its part but we
must receive, and receiving is intentional.
M is for means, the third aspect of Willard's process of spiritual formation.

Having a vision and intending to change will not enable one to move out of the station
without a means. The means for Willard is spiritual disciplines. These disciplines make
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up the tools used to effect change in the six aspects of human nature from Willard's
outline. Effecting change in these areas is the process of spiritual formation, according to
Willard.
Though inward change and character transformation are acts of God, we are cocreators. Inmates must first have a vision that change is possible. For many, this is a
significant hurdle. Their sphere of vision does not even see what is possible through God.
Second, they must have an intention to change, or an intention to embrace the vision.
Making the decision to change is a big step. Third, they must have the means. While they
are incarcerated, religious programming is the primary means available.
The witness of Jesus' disciples, the influence of the monastic movement, and the
"outer life" described by Willard all demonstrate that Christian spiritual fonnation is an
inner experience of the Holy Spirit that translates into an outward change.
Steve Taylor, commenting on the power of community, notes that both the
disciples and the monks "experienced community as they share[ d] lives and
spirituality. " 101
The goal of spirituality is not just a journey into self-exploration and an attempt to
shore up minor deficiencies. According to David Lowes Watson, "Self-exploration
merely leads us into the murk and the mire of what our spiritual forebears long ago
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recognized as a dead end. " 102 The goal of spirituality is to enter into community with God
and with other like-minded covenant people.
Hunter, reflecting upon David Burnett's book, Christian Conversion: Clash of
Worlds, w1ites, "A new relationship to God, a transformed self, and life in the messianic
community provide new lenses through which one sees life and the world and a new set
of core beliefs and values that drive one's life." 103
Willard challenges us to commit our lives to Christ in such a way that results in
transformation of character. We are not necessarily called to be monks, although their
denial of self and willingness to sacrifice can instruct us. Serious students of Christianity
will come to realize, as Charles Colson discovered, that "Christianity is a worldview that
speaks to every area oflife." 104 Covenant and community are only possible if and when
we experience a spiritual awakening that results in character transformation.
In the next chapter I will merge the covenant relationship with a contemporary
understanding of inmate risk factors and criminogenics. Although it is agreed that God
can reach down and change people in an instant, it is important for those working with
inmates to understand the dynamics involved in criminal behavior and lifestyle.
Exploring these dynamics will further emphasize that Christian spiritual formation is an
effective tool in addressing behavioral issues.
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CHAPTER4
CORRECTIONAL INFLUENCES AND SPIRITUAL FORMATION
Introduction

Throughout history, those who violated society's laws faced physical pain.
Punishment was the deterrent used by society during incarceration of individuals.
Marshall, in Beyond Retribution, states, "There was a much stronger emphasis on hurting
the body-by torture, mutilation, the stocks, or the gallows-than on reforming the mind
or changing the character of the offender." 1 Although we no longer torture prisoners,
society still views prison as a place of punishment. As the twentieth century unfolded, the
prison system continued to move away from its religious roots, and a more secular,
scientific, and rational tradition began to emerge.
Reformatories became correctional institutions "that relied on a varying mixture
of punishment and treatment programs to bring about rehabilitation." 2 It was felt that a
person sentenced to prison had violated society's rules and standards and must pay an
appropriate penalty.
The act of going to prison accomplishes two objectives: punishment and public
safety. Getting felons off the street and securely locked up keeps society safe. The
questions society must ask are, does the prison system work? Are we safer?
With the advent of the modem prison system, a change in correctional
philosophy and practice began to surface. Modem prisons came about not only to house
and punish criminals, but also to bring reform. Historically, according to Marshall,
prisons were built throughout Western Europe and America with the intention of
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reforming prisoners through a combination of work, discipline, and penance (the latter
encouraged by individual cells where offenders had space for solitary reflection). 3 The
Oregon Department of Corrections understands that prison in and of itself is punishment.
And because one of their major roles is to keep society safe, they have established the
Oregon Accountability Model. 4 This model includes six components: Criminal Risk
Factor Assessment and Case Planning; Staff-Inmate Interactions; Work and Programs;
Children and Families; Reentry; and Community Supervision and Programs. 5 I will now
review each of these components.

Criminal Risk Factor Assessment-A New Understanding
Since 95 percent of those currently incarcerated in Oregon will eventually return
to societl, we must do more for inmates than just punish them. In interviews by Todd R.
Clear and others, one prisoner offers this telling comment: "Being incarcerated makes
you bitter toward the world. They think it is going to make you better, but it does not." 7
Receiving bitter individuals back into society does not make society healthier, or safer. A
stronger emphasis on restoring individuals is needed.
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Along these lines, Marshall writes, "Unlike retributive justice, which centers on
the notions of law-breaking, guilt, and punishment, restorative justice focuses on
relationships, reconciliation, and reparation of harm done." 8
Moving toward restorative justice is not always easy, or even within the frame of
reference for most of society. Kerley says, "Despite the vast investment of resources
devoted to crime control, extensive use of imprisonment has produced only minor
impacts on the intended goal of dramatically reducing crime and victimization rates,
making people feel safer, and detetTing offenders from committing additional crimes." 9
Nevertheless, in November 2008, Oregon will vote on two ballot measures that call for
stricter sentencing guidelines. Measure 61 calls for mandatory sentencing for first-time
offenders of certain theft, identity theft, forgery, and drug and burglary crimes. And
Measure 57 focuses on first-time offenders of certain drug and property crimes, providing
limited alcohol and drug treatment for certain offenders. According to these measures,
society is seeking retribution, not restoration.
Regardless of the upcoming ballot measures, the Oregon Department of
Corrections is moving toward a more restorative framework. Rather than just housing
offenders until they complete their sentence, the department is focusing extensively on
reducing recidivism. The Oregon Department of Corrections points out: "International
and national research indicates that certain risk factors predict criminal behavior." 10
These seven risk factors are: Associates, Substance Abuse, Community Functioning,
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Education and Employment, Emotional and Mental Health, Marital and Family Life and
Attitudes. 11 Correctional facility intake counselors take these risk factors; apply them to
each inmate by assessing criminogenic need; and from this data, they develop an
extensive individualized correctional plan. Programming within the correctional plan then
focuses on addressing identified needs or risk factors.

Staff-Inmate Interactions
The Staff-Inmate Interaction component has the potential to impact inmates in
significant ways, both positively and negatively. Correctional staff members are being
trained daily on how to implement this component of the model. Changing long-standing
security practices and behaviors can sometimes be as hard as changing inmate behaviors.
Nonetheless, the ODOC is committed to making this change. According to the model,
"Correctional security practices such as classification, gang management, and housing
assignments hold inmates accountable for their actions every day. They ensure that the
prisons are safe, civil and productive. " 12 As correctional staff work with inmates on a
daily basis, their interactions can shape behavior through acknowledging positive
behavior, using progressive discipline to deal with inappropriate behavior, and providing
incentives to encourage continued positive change.
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Work and Programs

Work and programs both focus on preparing for the day that inmates are released
back into society. Various programs, such as education (obtaining aGED) and treatment,
are developed to meet very specific inmate risk factors. Work is also an important
component of each inmate's correctional plan. It not only provides inmates with a small
monetary incentive but also offers them a wealth of experience and skills, which will
hopefully translate into successful employment on the outside.

Children and Families

Strengthening bonds between inmates and their families during incarceration has
also proved to be an important factor in the correctional plan. Many inmates' families are
at risk, and this component gives opportunity for early intervention, with children as a
main focus. According to the Oregon Accountability Model, "The department has a
strong interest in the children of incarcerated parents because they are five to six times
more likely to be incarcerated than are their peers. " 13 Innovative programming such as
"parent education classes for inmates, a therapeutic child-centered facility serving
children of female inmates, and examination of current rules and practices including
visiting, mail and phones" 14 all contribute to the development of positive family
relationships.
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Reentry

Within the last two years, the Oregon Department of Corrections Programs
Department has realigned and developed their focus of preparing inmates for release.
Renamed "Transitional Services," this department encompasses Inmate Programs
(education, treatment, etc.), Correctional Counselors, and Religious Services. These
programs all work to develop a "seamless movement of offenders from the community to
incarceration to community supervision." 15 Success upon release is the primary focus of
the reentry component.

Community Supervision and Programs

Most members of society think prisoners are held in county jails and state prisons.
This understanding eliminates a large percentage of offenders. Oregon Corrections data
reveals, "There are more than 30,000 offenders on probation or post-prison supervision in
Oregon communities." 16 This huge number indicates that many felons live among us. The
Transitional Services Department recognizes this issue and works to develop supervision,
sanctions, and programs for offenders and their families within the community.
According to the department, "The goal is to reduce the odds that these offenders will
commit new crimes." 17 This is accomplished through supervision, accountability, and
programs.
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A Model of Deterrence
The Oregon Accountability Model "provides targeted programs and services to
mitigate identified risk factors during incarceration and community supervision." 18
Inmates must take responsibility for the decision and effort to change. They are held
accountable for carrying out the activities and programs identified in their correctional
plan. The Performance Recognition and Award system (PRAS) reinforces positive
corrections plan performance. The department makes monetary awards and other
incentives available to inmates to motivate their performance in work assignments and
encourage their full participation in programs that address criminal thinking, education
and training needs, substance abuse, and other contributors to criminal behavior. These
measures are intended to hold inmates accountable for interventions identified during
their assessment.
One innovative program within the Oregon Department of Corrections is Home
for Good in Oregon (HGO). HGO represents a "county-based statewide partnership
between the Oregon Department of Corrections, local Community Corrections Agencies,
citizens, communities and faith-based groups in each of Oregon's 36 counties." 19 As an
intervention, HGO seeks to reach into the correctional facility to create a relationship;
provide a connection between inmates and their communities; and offer mentoring, from
incarceration to reentry. HGO research shows that two of the highest indicators of
whether inmates will continue in crime include attitudes (thinking and beliefs) and who
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they spend time with (companions, associates). 20 These factors, along with family and
marital status, are the areas that religious programming can impact.

A Conduit for the Spirit
According to O'Connor, when modem prisons were developed, the Quakers felt
that "penitentiaries and their penal regimes (which included religious instruction, practice
and reflection) could bring about an internal spiritual conversion that would restore
criminals to virtue and honesty." 21 In his research, O'Connor asks, "Do spirituality and
religion have a positive, negative, neutral, or mixed impact on criminal behavior?"22
After reviewing work by other researchers on this topic, O'Connor concludes, "Clear and
his colleagues found that religion in prison helps to humanize a dehumanizing situation
by assisting prisoners to cope with being a social outcast in a prison situation that is
fraught with loss, deprivation, and survival challenges. " 23 While these benefits may be
true, they have little proven effect on character change and the potential benefit of lower
recidivism.
Marshall understood the punishment of prisoners in a restorative way, as a
doorway to change. He observes, "Punishment, by definition, entails the deliberate
imposition of pain on an offender as a response to an offense. But arguably the most
exquisite pain and the most profound shame associated with criminal offending comes
20
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not from incurring secondary penalties, but from facing up to one's responsibility for
violating another human being and striving to remedy its consequences." 24 In other
words, Marshall views imprisonment as "restorative punishment, a punishment that
promises healing. " 25
Standing in the way of this "promised healing" are attitudes and associates that
continue to keep inmates ensconced in criminal thinking. Nevertheless, Kerley and other
researchers state, "Religion may operate as a force for reducing antisocial behaviors and
for increasing prosocial behaviors." 26
Marshall says, "For the offender, the result of crime is a process of moral and
spiritual deterioration in his or her own person." 27 Therefore, incarceration may be the
"bottom" that makes change possible.
In the forward of Daniel Van Ness's book Crime and its Victims, Charles Colson
writes, "At its root, crime is a spiritual malaise, the result of individuals making wrong
moral choices. It is a matter of the heart and can be solved only when we apply moral
solutions. " 28 Application of these solutions may vary.
Van Ness, reflecting on comments by a prison warden notes, "'In order to reform
a criminal you must first break his spirit,' said Elam Lynds, warden of Sing Sing prison
inN ew York. The purpose of prison was to dominate offenders, break them and return
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them to society changed."29 This observation doesn't sound hopeful for inmates, or for
society.
Kerley and others agree that "the important question is whether religiosity and
faith-based prison programs can be effective in improving the lives of inmates while in
prison and, by extension, once they are released." 30 This question looms over those in
Religious Services as they work with offenders.
O'Connor, as previously indicated in chapter 1, did not necessarily view the
benefit of religious intervention in the lives of inmates as spiritual transformation but
rather as beneficial time spent in a positive environment. O'Conner offers other practical
outcomes of religious intervention, explaining, "It also helps inmates deal with guilt, find
a new way of life, and deal with the many losses involved with being incarcerated,
especially the loss of freedom." 31
Many researchers approach religion from a social context rather than a spiritual
one. However useful O'Connor's list of benefits may be, they fall short of including the
transformation of character that is possible in a covenantal relationship with God through
Christ. Religion that does not require character change might as well be just another
social program, and we should not be surprised when inmates fail to follow through and
change their behavior. Boa observes, "The fruit comes from the root, and we should not
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expect regenerate behavior from unregenerated people." 32 Even those outside religion
understand this at some level.
Accordingly, Van Ness notes, "Norman Carlson, Director of the Federal Bureau
of Prisons has said, 'I've given up hope for rehabilitation because there is nothing we can
do to force change on offenders. Change has got to come from the heart. "' 33

Heart Change

Corning to the point of change is essential if inmate character is to be
transformed. Inmates who are drawn to religious services know their lives are off track
and that they want to have a better life, yet they are often resistant to actual change. Boa
warns, "Unless we have an acute sense of need, we will not grow in grace." 34 Inmates
must move toward change if they want to stop a life of crime and return to society whole
and healthy. God offers them this possibility of change.
As demonstrated in previous chapters, God is a covenantal God who desires to be
in relationship with us. And it is by entering into this relationship that we can experience
transformation of character. Shelton, discussing God's call to relationship, says, "God's
gospel invitation to salvation based on the divine righteous character and the saving
initiative of Christ's sacrificial atonement is more effective than are threats of eternal
damnation because of guilt and sin." 35
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Well-meaning volunteers who preach salvation messages each week may actually
be driving inmates away from committing to authentic change. The repeated challenge to
tum from sinful ways and accept Christ may not be enough. Reflecting upon the
"accepting Christ" focus, A. W. Tozer notes, "Everything is made to center upon the
initial act of 'accepting' Christ (a term incidentally not found in the Bible) and we are not
expected thereafter to crave any further revelation of God to our souls." 36 As biblical and
church history demonstrates, there is so much more to accepting Christ.
Inmates, no less than anyone else, need to hear Boa's perspective: "Because the
infinite and personal God loves us, he wants us to grow in an intimate relationship with
him; this is the purpose for which we were created-to know, love, enjoy, and honor the
triune Lord of all creation." 37 Accepting Christ marks only the beginning of a whole new
relationship with God.

Spiritual Formation as the Focus
Spiritual formation is the path of reconciliation and redemption that inmates must
walk. Much of evangelical Christian prison ministry presents the message of coming to
the cross for redemption followed by a good dose of the Ten Commandments. The
message being delivered implies "you were bad, but now you are saved, so follow these
rules." Inmates, like contemporary church bodies, struggle with this understanding-to
the point of failure. If we are not able to follow the rules (the Ten Commandments), then
36
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we are taught that we are not fully vested in the Christian life. Robin Mass and Gabriel
O'Donnell help us to see the importance of presenting the covenant, not rules: "We are
accustomed to (simplistically) equating being moral or 'good' with adherence to a set of
rules arbitrarily set either by God or the Church. Seldom do we remember that the rules
are, in fact, the content of a covenantal relationship between God and Israel, and that the
context of this Divine-human relationship was a prior act of divine deliverance. " 38 Mass
and O'Donnell continue, "The Ten Commandments are not rules for the sake of rules;
they instruct us in an appropriate lifestyle for a delivered people. " 39
According to Shelton, "Our failure to conform to these boundaries (the law) has
resulted in our losing our moral compass bemings and has led humanity into a moral
wilderness of alienation from God, the very source oflife." 40
So how does the inmate sitting in the pew at a correctional facility appropriate the
Christian message of hope, reconciliation, and redemption? Shelton explains, "To be in
Christ requires death to the bondage of sin by participating through faith-obedience in the
dying and rising with Christ, which leads to an ethically new life as the Holy Spirit
creates an interpersonal bond between Christ and the believer." 41
Returning to Willard's formula, we must have the Vision, Intention, and Means if
we are to be serious about following Christ.
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Vision
In his letter to the Colossian Church, Paul writes, "For this reason, since the day
we heard about you, we have not stopped praying for you and asking God to fill you with
the knowledge of his will through all spiritual wisdom and understanding. And we pray
this in order that you may live a life worthy of the Lord and may please him in every
way: bearing fruit in every good work, growing in the knowledge of God" (Colossians 1:
9-10). Living a "life worthy of the Lord," "bearing fruit," and "growing in the knowledge
of God" are appropriate measures for an effective spiritual life. The question facing
religious service volunteers is, how can this happen within the prison setting?
Both inmates and volunteers must have a vision of what can be possible. On one
level, it may seem simple to develop a vision of what it means to be a Christ follower, but
considering the history of most inmates, this vision may be distorted or hidden
completely. As outlined in earlier chapters, the postmodem world embraces diverse
spiritualities, a philosophy that affects both inmates and society at large. Guder discusses
this distortion when he looks at the fall of the denominational church. He observes, "The
erosion of this religious identity [denominations], linked with the religious pluralism of
society, results in more and more churches filled with people who have little sense of a
cohesive belief system. " 42 When one's belief system is all over the map, a consistent
vision may be difficult. Guder continues, "People enter churches [or prison chapels] with
undifferentiated assortments ofbeliefs-some often quite vague-.garnered from a
mixture of sources. " 43
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Creating an effective vision will challenge the multiplicity of belief systems held
by inmates, because these persuasions have great influence. Taylor says, "Pluralism is not
new; modem liberalism prized plurality. However, that brand of pluralism remained
private. In contrast, a postmodem pluralism celebrates the breaking apart of the
metanarrative. Instead of one public, tolerant answer to the big questions, we now have
competing answers-a mosaic of perspectives and ideas and beliefs." 44
Inmates' interest in various spiritualities may come from their adversarial
behaviors-or just plain curiosity-rather than serious inquiry about spirituality or
religion. Regardless of the reason, the diverse perspectives are a reality within prison
culture. Boa warns, "In an increasingly postmodem world, there is a new skepticism
about the quest for objective truth, a new relativism concerning moral standards, and a
new multiculturalism that encourages us to pick and choose ideological options."45
Shelton says, "Popular spirituality, in this culture, is often conceived in terms of
an impersonal or magical life force." 46 This statement reflects the view held by many
inmates for whom the concept of a personal, intimate God may be entirely new.
Therefore, a personal view of God must be presented to these individuals, a view that
introduces the true God who relates to us on a one-to-one level. Emphasizing the
significance of this relationship, Francis Schaeffer writes, "All the reality of Christianity
rests upon the reality of the existence of a personal God." 47 Boa agrees, adding that this
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defining aspect of Christianity "is born out of the Trinitarian love of the Father, Son and
Holy Spirit." 48 The message of God's personal love and desire for relationship is one that
most inmates attending Christian chapel services have yet to understand.
The reality of a personal God must take hold of inmates, or lasting change will not
take place. Change can only happen when, through the Holy Spirit, God acts and people
respond. Lest inmates settle for merely going through the motions of religious programs
and services, they must be drawn to the truth, which according to Greer, is "a person to
be known (John 14;6)."49
Reflecting on one of the great evangelistic movements of the eighteenth century,
Sondra Higgins Matthaei offers this insight on God's call to relationship: "In the
Wesleyan tradition, faith formation and transformation are both acts of God's grace and
an invitation for human response." 50 Leroy Aden adds that even the faith to respond to
God's call is a "divine gift," given as yet another undeserved act of God's grace. 51
As inmates recognize their need to change, the church must come alongside to lead them
to the true source of change. Taylor challenges the church to this task of respectfully
"finding ways to help tune the settings of those in the midst of spiritual searching so they
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are pointed toward God." 52 Vision to change one's life and follow Christ ultimately
comes when God the Holy Spirit prompts and woos us into the Kingdom. It is coming to
the realization that God has chosen us and loves us immensely.
For he chose us in him before the creation of the world to be holy and blameless
in his sight. In love he predestined us to be adopted as his sons through Jesus
Christ, in accordance with his pleasure and will." (Ephesians 1:4, 5)

Intention
It is one thing to grasp the vision and to feel the tug of God upon our lives; it is

quite another to respond. Hunter warns, "Furthermore, some barriers are within the spirit
of the secular seeker. Some love their sins more than they love God. Some want their
own agenda more than God's agenda. The souls of many people are affixed for now to
some idol; their hearts are hardened and not open to the gospel's appeal." 53
Prison chapels are filled with inmates who have heard the gospel message and
come forward to receive forgiveness, but their behavior and character seem unaffected.
Willard asks, "Just Forgiven? And is that really all there is to being a Christian? The gift
of eternal life comes down to that? Quite a retreat from living an eternal kind of life
now!" 54
Unfortunately, religious volunteers within the prison system, as well as the
church, are guilty of perpetuating this belief. Willard would challenge, "You can have a
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faith in Christ that brings forgiveness, while in. every other respect your life is no
different from that of others who have no faith in Christ at all." 53 He continues, "Can we
seriously believe that God would establish a plan for us that essentially by-passes the
awesome needs of present human life and leaves human character untouched?" 54
Undoubtedly, inmates have tremendous needs. Many have experienced
devastating and unimaginable abuse, while others struggle with untreated mental health
issues. Frank Green shares this affirming approach toward others that conveys
redemptive and restorative power: "I know you have tremendous need. I know you are
loved by God. I know you have potential and capacity to catch your stride far beyond my
understanding of you. " 55 Inmates carry many wounds, and much of their energy is spent
protecting themselves from further wounding. Willard explains, "Wounds carried steadily
through the years have weighed us down and prevented spiritual growth in love, joy, and
peace." 56 Shelton adds, "God's purpose is to bring wholeness to human brokenness out of
the restored covenant relationship." 57 Boa tells us of God's new way, which is good news
for inmates. He says, "Though we cannot change the past, we can change our
understanding of the past as we embrace the unconditional love of Christ who blesses us
with forgiveness, healing, and restoration." 58
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Intention is all about choice, which begins in the mind. Stacy T. Rinehart
expounds on this concept: "We must candidly confront the behavioral and cultural
standards we have falsely presented as the marks of a follower of Jesus. Then we must
courageously commit ourselves to God's estimation of true disciples of Jesus: those who
manifest sacrifice, character, and obedience." 59
We must remember that intention is only the beginning of our journey. Boa
writes, "Spiritual formation is gradual, and we become more substantial and real as we
cooperate with the process by years of small choices in favor of God's purposes. Each
choice, whether to obey or resist, makes the next one possible. " 60
"Prison life," Drinan says, "does not correct, reform or educate. Prison is
obviously necessary for some few persons who are irresistibly violent. But somehow the
United States has put on blinders and, contrary to the overwhelming advice of students of
the penal system, continues to warehouse people with little or no respect for their
inherent human dignity." 61 For this reason, vision and intention may not be enough to
move inmates into a deeper walk with God. The third aspect of Willard's formulameans-may be the most significant concerning spiritual transformation within the prison
population.
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Means

Entering into a personal relationship with Christ can be overwhelming for many
inmates, not only because of the spiritual history they bring to the relationship, but
because of the emotional baggage that enshrouds them. Many a well-intentioned
volunteer may encourage inmates to live a holy life. Unfortunately, prison is not a good
environment for developing holiness, so failure in this spiritual journey can be a
significant problem. Schaeffer reminds us, "True spirituality is not achieved in our own
energy. The 'how' of the kind oflife we have spoken of, the true Christian life, true
spirituality, is Romans 6:11: 'Reckon ye also yourselves (there is the faith, then the
negative aspect) to be dead indeed unto sin (but then the positive), but alive unto God
through Jesus Christ, our Lord. "' 62 Criminogenic factors such as attitudes, substance
abuse, and associates contribute to the "sin" dimension of an imnate's life. Reckoning
themselves to be dead to sin in these areas requires the work of the Holy Spirit and the
support of mentors. Schaeffer notes, "True spirituality is not our producing something in
the external world, but Christ producing his fruit through us. This he does through the
indwelling of the Holy Spirit as we put ourselves in his hands." 63
Initially, faith in Christ is the starting point for an inmate's desire to change
behavior and character. As Shelton says:
Only as we become 'new creatures' in Christ can we become reconciled to God.
Our rebellion and alienation has not been excused or ignored, nor has God chosen
to see us through the lens of Christ as ifwe were not really sinners. God does not
count the sins of repentant sinners against them because in reconciliation their
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relationships with him are no longer the rebellious attitudes that caused the
alienation in the first place. 64
This understanding is essential for the inmate. Faith effects attitude. McComiskey
observes redemptive change this way: "When one sincerely accepts that gift
(redemption), the Holy Spirit begins to promote valid obedience by changing the motives
and desires of the individual. " 65
Secondly, as inmates learn to practice the disciplines of the faith, their faith will
be encouraged. Having a vision of who you are in Christ, and intending to live that life
fully, can be realized when individuals begin to practice the Christian life daily. This is
Paul's admonition when he writes, "Whatever you have learned or received or heard from
me, or seen in me-put into practice. And the God of peace will be with you"
(Philippians 4:9). Boa also affirms the value of faith disciplines when he says, "Without a
personal commitment to inward change, believers will be dominated, motivated, and
manipulated by the cultural network of their society. This is where the historical
disciplines of the faith come in." 66

Habits of the Heart
It is not much of a stretch to say that inmates are driven by habits, most of which

are destructive. Criminal thinking stems from these habits. In other words, an inmate's
behavior, attitudes, and ongoing choices reflect their ingrained habits. Replacing negative
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habits with positive ones is a benefit of practicing spiritual disciplines. According to
Guder, "The church is challenged to form a people with distinctive habits of the heart." 67
Religious volunteers within a prison setting can make an impact in assisting with
the rehabilitation of inmates if they simply teach, train, and guide them in the practice of
spiritual disciplines. Boa understood the power of this training as a way to provide the
disciple with new tools to overcome destructive behaviors and choices. He writes,
"Training programs center on the formation of holy habits and practical skills so that
disciples will acquire ingrained responses to the opportunities, challenges, and
temptations they encounter every day. " 68
The Oregon Accountability Model emphasizes working with inmates to "help
shape positive behavior. " 69 Staff members accomplish this by modeling positive
behavior, redirecting imnates' behavior toward the positive, and holding them
accountable for their actions. This does create change of behavior but not necessarily
change in character. The benefits of Christian spiritual formation go far beyond those of
any secular approach.
Mulholland observes, "Spiritual formation is a loving relationship with God that
shapes our being rather than a technique or method or program for self-improvement." 70
Practicing the spiritual disciplines can be a means of assessing our relationship with God.
Spiritual disciplines such as Scripture reading, prayer, silence, solitude, fasting, and
service go a long way in reshaping character and drawing us closer to Christ. It has been
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said that actions speak louder than words, and this is true when assessing inmate behavior
change within the prison setting. What happens in the chapel doesn't always translate into
the corridors, day rooms, and cells. Boa warns, "Regardless of what we say, what we do
will reveal what our hearts truly believe and trust." 71
Habits of the heart are nurtured and shaped by God's Spirit. An individual may
enter into an experience such as Scripture reading or solitude and receive a benefit on one
level, but it is the Holy Spirit who transforms this experience into the holy. Why?
Because God has entered into a covenant-a relationship-with each redeemed person.
As we commit ourselves to practice and apply holy living, God commits to shaping our
character into the image of Christ. Boa notes, "We have been engrafted into the life ofthe
ascended Lord, and as 'partakers of the divine nature' (2 Peter 1:4), our life is 'hidden
with Christ in God' (Colossians 3:3). This makes it possible for us to have an intimate
connection between faith and practice, between being and doing, so that what God has
already done in our inner life will become increasingly visible through his transforming
work in our outer life." 72

The Power of Mentoring
One untapped resource in most prison systems is the role of the volunteer as
mentor. Volunteers demonstrating holy living by their actions, challenging deviant
behavior, and practicing spiritual disciplines can help inmates grow significantly in their
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faith and practice. Gene C. Wilkes writes, "Mentors pull up alongside human beings and
model behavior, values, and faith through the shared life." 73
Current research from the Pennsylvania Department of Corrections reveals
"nearly two-thirds of parole successes (66%) reported having someone in their lives who
served in a mentoring capacity." 74 The research concludes, "Mentoring emerged as an
important component ofthe lives of parole successes." 75 Religious Services within the
Department of Corrections should be invested in mentoring.
Reflecting on the role of mentors today, Guder writes, "Missionalleaders would
focus their time, energy, and thinking on the fonnation of this covenant people. They
would be shaped by clearly identified disciplines of Christian life and accountability." 76

A Transforming Challenge
Inmates come in all different shapes and sizes, but they all bring much of the
same baggage when they enter a correctional facility. Typically, they hang on to antisocial attitudes, demonstrate emotional immaturity, possess inadequate coping skills, and
experience family dynamics that offer little support. Intervention by religious services
staff and volunteers can dramatically impact their lives. When inmates are invited to meet
Christ at the cross of redemption and covenant, transformation of character can begin.
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Exciting changes can take place as inmates find a vision, intend to lead a new life,
and discover the means to do so. But religious volunteers need to remember, as Hauerwas
points out, that "Christians are intentionally made by an adventuresome church, which
has again learned to ask the right questions to which Christ alone supplies the right
answers." 77
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CHAPTERS
THE NATURE AND CONCEPT OF SPIRITUAL LEADERSHIP
Introduction
Spiritual leadership begins in a solitary sense. First and foremost, God calls a
spiritual leader into relationship. Before a leader can exercise the privilege of leading
others, he or she must first encounter God on an individual, personal level. For Abram,
God's call on his life began with Abram's departure from everything he had ever known.
In Genesis 12:1 God says, "Leave your country, your people and your father's household
and go to the land I will show you." The promise continued, with God informing Abram
that he would become "a great nation." Throughout biblical history, this motif appeared
again and again, from Jacob wrestling with God to Joseph sitting in an Egyptian p1ison;
from Moses fleeing to Midi an to David standing watch over his father's flocks; from
Peter following the denial of Christ to Paul on the Damascus Road. Each call to
leadership began in the crucible of solitude.
Though spiritual leadership begins in solitude, it is carried out in community. This
community is based on mutual covenant. Before exploring these themes on a deeper level
and applying them to the correctional setting, we will define some crucial terms.

Spiritual leadership refers to Christian spiritual leadership. I make this distinction
because spiritual leadership can include much that has nothing to do with Christianity.
Christian spiritual leadership is the process of guiding an individual, or a community of
believers, into a deeper walk with Christ. Spiritual leadership is not only concerned with
the inner life of an individual, but also with the inner life of an institution.

Covenant is defined as a relationship established between God and people, with
God as the instigator of the covenant. In simpler language, it is an agreement between
96

God and his children. In Jeremiah 31:33, God promises, "I will be their God, and they
will be my people." The process of Christian spiritual formation is found within the
context of Christian spiritual leadership and the covenant community.
Over the years, Christian spiritual formation has taken on different emphases. In
his book, The Spirituality of the Gospels, Barton looks at spirituality in both the Catholic
and Protestant traditions. The Catholic tradition, Barton explains, emphasizes that
"spirituality is about prayer, meditation, confession, making retreats, and ascetical
practices such as fasting, and it is where a spiritual director properly trained in the
disciplines of the soul plays an impotiant role. " 1 In the Protestant tradition, a different
emphasis is found. According to Barton, Protestant spirituality "is basically about the
joyful experience of justification and conversion along with their consequences for ethics
and daily discipleship." 2 For many evangelicals, Christian spiritual formation is defined
simply as being conformed to the image of Christ. To me, this is the primary purpose of
spiritual leadership, and the true essence of covenant.
God is a relational being. From the very beginning of the Bible, we see God
establishing relationship: "The Lord God formed the man ... and breathed into his nostrils
the breath of life" (Genesis 2:7a); "The Lord God called to the man" (Genesis 3:9a); "The
Lord God made garments of skin for Adam and his wife and clothed them" (Genesis
3:21 ). Initially, God entered into covenant with particular individuals-Adam, Noah,
Abraham, and others-but these individual covenants all pointed to God's specific
covenant with a particular people, the Jews. In choosing to enter this specific covenant,
God was not denying relationship with other nations but rather establishing a visible
1
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model of covenant relationship. In other words, the Bible reveals the heart of God as the
covenant threads its way through the text, finding full expression in Jesus Christ.
Brueggemann and others view the recipients of God's covenant as more than just
certain indl.viduals. They state, "Covenants are not just something the deity says to an
individual. They are virtual contracts-rooted in the discourse of real-life economic,
political, and social transactions." 3 Although covenants are not necessarily directed
toward individuals, they do require certain individuals to act as conduits. The chosen
individual serves as a model of what it means to live in covenant. Again, Brueggemann
and others, reflecting on Genesis 17, write, "God challenges Abraham to 'walk before me
and be blameless'. 'Walk before' signifies a style of life, not simply approaching an altar.
One senses that this is a condition of the covenant, which is then offered to Abraham and
his offspring, whereupon reference is made to a grant ofland."4
Today's spiritual leaders must be people of the covenant if they are to be
effective. They must rely more on the Spirit than on human skills and abilities . .In

Spiritual Leadership Principles of Excellence for Eve1y Believer, J. Oswald Sanders
notes, "Spiritual leaders are not elected, appointed, or created by synods or churchly
assemblies. God alone makes them. One does not become a spiritual leader by merely
filling an office, taking course work in the subject, or resolving in one's own will to do
this task. A person must qualify to be a spiritualleader." 5 Unfortunately, many oftoday's
leaders scramble to obtain the latest and greatest leadership technique to add to their
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toolbox. They rely more on surveys, assessments, and databases than they do on the
Spirit. Sanders saw the main component of spiritual leadership and greatness as being
service-a paradox to the common understanding of successful leadership. He observes,
"True greatness, true leadership is found in giving yourself in service to others, not in
coaxing or inducing others to serve you. True service is never without cost. Often it
comes with a painful baptism of suffering. But the true spiritual leader is focused on the
service he and she can render to God and other people, not on the residuals and perks of
high office or holy title. We must aim to put more into life than we take out." 6
Service and suffering are not terms typically used when discussing leadership.
Most seminars do not view these as qualities to pursue when developing leadership skills.
Boa identifies this tendency acted out in the leadership culture of the church: "In a culture
that feeds our natural fleshly aspirations through the promotion of self-realization, selfactualization, self-fulfillment, and self-esteem, the biblical principle of self-denial sounds
unappealing." 7 Nevertheless, the Christian leader is called to be a suffering servant. On
the human level this is impossible, but through Christ and the power of his Spirit it is
possible.
Sanders understood that church leadership requires something more, something
beyond human effort. He points out that "to be a leader in the church has always required
strength and faith beyond the merely human." 8 Sanders saw a huge difference between
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the natural leader and the spiritual leader. In the following lists, Sanders sets forth a clear
contrast between the natural and the spiritual leader:
Natural and Spiritual Leadership Contrasted
Natural

Spiritual

Self-confident

Confident in God

Knows men

Also knows God

Makes own decisions

Seeks God's will

Ambitious

Humble

Creates methods

Follows God's example

Enjoys command

Delights in obedience to God

Seeks personal reward

Loves God and others

Independent

Depends on God 9

Most Christian leaders desire to lead from the spiritual, but the fallback is the
natural. This natural form of leadership is where most current training is focused. The
more skills we obtain and the larger our ministry toolbox, the more successful we think
we are. And though we can gain experience and skills to increase our natural leadership
abilities, it is out of our personal relationship with Christ that spiritual leadership is
developed.
Guder recognizes the servant leader as one who serves others with a humble,
loving approach. Commenting on this approach, Guder writes, "not hierarchy or spiritual
superiority, but Jesus washing the feet ofhis disciples is the model of ministry for the
covenant community. To accept the disciplines of the covenant will mean to redefine
oneself within the community as a 'servant of the servants of Christ (servus servorum
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Christi). "' 10 The more the spiritual leader clings to the disciplines of Christ and the

spiritual traditions of the church, putting them into practice daily, the more his or her
leadership will truly become spiritual in nature. Practicing spiritual disciplines is the
opposite of leadership in the natural.
Christian leaders face the danger of straying from spirituality and accepting
cultural leadership models as a way to grow and lead God's people. Boa exposes this
danger and warns, "When religious leaders repackage cultural agendas in spiritual
language, parishioners no longer receive the milk and meat of the Word but become
spiritually and morally emaciated on the husks of the world." 11
Guder simplifies the complexity of spiritual leadership by referring to the Apostle
Paul's words: "Paul's definition of the function ofleadership as 'to equip the saints for
the work ofministry' emphasizes the formation of God's people so that they can 'lead a
life worthy of the calling to which [they] have been called' (Ephesians 4:12,1)." 12

Context of Spiritual Leadership

The context of spiritual leadership comes from both inside and outside the church.
Within the church, the spiritual leader is tasked with forming the body of Christ-the
church-into the image of Christ. This can only happen within the covenant community.
Shelton describes how God restores relationships through covenant. He states, "Faithunion with Christ, new life in the Spirit, and a transfer of lordship from sin and flesh to
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the Spirit of Christ, as presented in Romans 6 and 8, are all a part of the atonement
process of a covenant restoration of relationship." 13 Accepting the lordship of Christ by
giving our lives to him is the first step in covenant living.
As individuals are restored to God through covenant renewal, they are also
restored to one another. The spiritual leader will be aware of this restoration process and
challenge those under his or her care to be active members of the covenant community.
This challenge is a daunting task, but it is only through the covenant community that the
church will make a difference in the world. As Christians we are called to become Christlike and to share the Good News with those outside the faith. Guder says, "First, the
leaders call into being a covenant community; second, they direct its attention out toward
their context." 14
If a spiritual leader is not connected to Christ through the disciplines of the faith,
he or she may be too quick to send people out into the world, with results that are often
disastrous. The spiritual leader recognizes the need for maturity and seeks to cultivate
believers. The leader surrounds the young Christian with mature believers, allowing the
mutual dimension of the covenant relationship to nurture and grow the young believer.
Regarding this dynamic, Boa notes, "We develop in our thinking, our character, and our
application when we are connected to authentic people who share the journey with us,
particularly when some of them have progressed further down the road than we have." 15
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The true context of the spiritual leader is not out in the world evangelizing but within the
church, forming each individual into the image of Christ.

Purpose or Task of Spiritual Leadership
This brings us to the very heart and purpose of spiritual leadership. For Guder, the
task ofleadership is "to lead the congregation as a whole in a mission to the community
as a whole, to claim its whole public life, as well as the lives of all its people, for God's
rule. " 16 This purpose involves more than just trying to get people "saved." Bringing
people to the point where they see and understand God's rule is only possible in a livedout covenant community.
Boa admits, "We are incapable of changing others, although we often make the
mistake of trying. When we adopt the goal of changing people, we are committing
ourselves to manipulating and coercing them. But when we realize that the whole process
of evangelism begins and ends with God, we can take comfort in the fact that he is in
control and that we are given the privilege ofparticipation." 17
The clearest model of spiritual leadership and ministry is seen in the Apostle Paul.
Boa says, "Alluding to his relational ministry of discipleship, Paul used the metaphor of
formative growth: 'My children, with whom I am again in labor until Christ is formed in
you' (Galatians 4:19). Biblical discipleship cannot be reduced to a program or even a
process; it is the growing presence of a Person." 18 To grow in this way and become
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effective Christian witnesses requires more than just desire. Experiencing the growing
"presence of a Person" is to be in covenant with God. As a correctional chaplain, I can
develop a wealth of programming but may only be providing activities. Instead, what I
hope to accomplish as a spiritual leader is to introduce inmates to a Person-a covenant

relationship with Christ.

Tools of Spiritual Leadership
As previously stated, growing spiritually means practicing the spiritual disciplines
of the church within the covenant community. For Boa, this is key to spiritual growth. He
states, "Growth in spiritual maturity is a gradual process of fom1ation into the image and
character of Jesus Christ that is fostered by the power of the Spirit, by spiritual
disciplines, and by the loving support of a genuine community." 19
Guder also viewed this growth process as essential, with today' s spiritual leader
as the catalyst. "Missionalleaders," Guder says, "would focus their time, energy, and
thinking on the formation of this covenant people. They would be shaped by clearly
identified disciplines of Christian life and accountability."20
Spiritual disciplines have been practiced for centuries. Jesus modeled many of
them throughout the New Testament. The disciplines of solitude, fasting, Scripture
reading, prayer, and silence are only a few that shape the mind and heart of the believer.
However, just deciding to practice them may leave many followers of Christ feeling
empty and convinced they are spiritual failures. Again, Christianity is not meant to be
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practiced in solitude but to be lived in community; one needs the community to truly
learn and practice the disciplines.
Guder explains the need for mentors to unlock the practices of the faith: "We
cannot discover or learn the practices of the church on our own. We need mentors,
teachers, and partners who will provide the advice, challenge, and support to enable us to
extend and deepen our participation. Ecclesial practices are communally defined,
communicated, and transformed." 21 The deeper the church explores historic disciplines of
the faith, the deeper the spiritual life of the congregation becomes.

Nature of Corrective Leadership

As spiritual disciplines become part of the life of the congregation, it is essential
that the spiritual leader give guidance and oversight. Too many Christians have a limited
background in the history and traditions of the church, and many bring with them an
assortment of spiritualities that have nothing to do with Christian faith. Guder writes;
"Many of those in congregations are confused about what it means to be a Christian. As
religious hunger increases, people attending churches bring with them a wide variety of
spiritual beliefs. They are testing meanings received in the church through their own
filtering system. Christian teaching is grafted onto personal belief systems. " 22
Boa sees this lifting up of "personal belief systems" acted out in the church today
as an indication that the spiritual leadership is not operating under God's reign. For the
church, the end result is disastrous. He concludes, "When we fail to nurture this
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consciousness of calling to radical commitment to Jesus, we lose our way in this
deceptive and alluring world. On an individual and a corporate level, we begin to play by
two sets of rules and try to have it both ways-the world's and God's." 23
The world's approach to church leadership does not work, and it is the spiritual
leader who must bring corrective action, through the power and authority of Christ. For
various reasons, most Christian pastors are not willing to confront the problem of low
commitment to Christ. Their reasons include fear of failure, insecurity, dependence on
church income, lack of spiritual depth and conviction, or the same cultural pressures that
affect their flock. The danger to the church is clear, as Boa points out: "Comparative
surveys of people who claim to have made a commitment to Christ reveal that far from
being salt and light, they sometimes cannot be distinguished from anyone else when it
comes to such things as unethical behavior, problems in the home, financial misconduct,
addictions, and mental distress. These people have not made a connection between faith
and living, between claiming to follow Christ and becoming like him, between belief and
character, between profession and practice." 24
Until Christian leaders help the church realize how far below the Kingdom it is
living, it will struggle to be a catalyst for change. N.T. Wright says, "Part of the Christian
story ... is that human beings have been so seriously damaged by evil that what they need
isn't simply better self-knowledge, or better social conditions, but help, and indeed
rescue, from outside themselves." 25 This is the message of hope that the church offers,
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but it can only be proclaimed by those who have experienced the healing message
themselves.
As humans we settle for so much less than what we are offered in Christ. Wright
views the human predicament and observes, "Made for spirituality, we wallow in
introspection. Made for joy, we settle for pleasure. Made for justice, we clamor for
vengeance. Made for relationship, we insist on our own way. Made for beauty, we are
satisfied with sentiment."26 The sad truth is that what Wright sees as the human
predicament is also an indictment of the church. The spiritual leader must confront this
malaise and beckon the church to begin living within God's reign.
Many of those living within the correctional setting come from the same types of
spiritual backgrounds as those living on the outside. According to research conducted by
O'Connor, 75 percent of the women housed at Coffee Creek Correctional Facility
regularly participated in religious services as a child. 27 These women come into prison
with a spectrum of religions views, and many of them filter what they hear through their
own distorted belief systems. Not only is there a sense of postmodem relativism among
the women, but there is an eclectic spirituality as well. And though the majority of
women have some church background, they are exposed to an even wider range of
religious perspectives and traditions in prison (many for the first time), from New Age
and Mormonism to Wicca and Asatru.
It is in this environment that spiritual leadership must establish itself, or spiritual

chaos will ensue. In the correctional setting, spiritual leadership is provided by a number
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of sources, including the correctional chaplain, religious volunteers, community pastors
and mentors, and other inmates.

Strategy for Spiritual Leadership
Bringing about character change in the lives of inmates requires spiritual
leadership that focuses on Christ, trusts the Holy Spirit's guidance, and seeks the spiritual
formation of inmates. As a spiritual leader, spiritual formation is my goal. I want to see
the women become conformed to the image of Christ. This is not necessarily the goal of
religions within the prison system, or the goal of most of the women who participate in
religious programming.
O'Connor asks a question that all chaplains and religious volunteers must ponder:
"Can religion be used by offenders for selfish personal gain and to avoid the need for real
personal growth?"28 The answer is obviously yes. We are all familiar with the church
attendee who is completely involved in church programs but hasn't experienced personal
spiritual growth.
O'Connor found that "prison religion varies considerably in its meaning, practice,
and impact across individuals and prisons."29 This variance is also reflected in society as
a whole. O'Connor continues, "Intensity of involvement (or 'dosage' in treatment jargon)
seems to be a crucial factor in whether or not religious involvement has an impact on
offender rehabilitation." 30 Is "intensity of involvement" a relevant factor in effecting
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character change? Though individuals can be very intense in their practice of a particular
religion, their behavior and character can remain unaffected. If "intensity of
involvement" refers to one's level of commitment, spiritual formation could be a relevant
factor.
In looking at current research, O'Connor finds, "In-prison religion was more

intense, and this was due to the closed and controlled context of prison religion. The
prison context served to heighten the religious experience of the inmates (and volunteers
who provided the religious services) in much the same way, perhaps as a religious
experience would be heightened in a monastic setting. So the prison context seems to
increase the religious and spiritual involvement ofprisoners." 31 He goes on to say,
"Religion as an intervention might work because it provides a huge amount of program
time for inmates with prosocial chaplains and a large number of volunteers, in a
communal context of meaning that helps people grow through a process of increased
social learning, social attachment, and religious conversion or faith development. It also
helps inmates deal with guilt, find a new way of life, and deal with the many losses
involved with being incarcerated, especially the loss offreedom." 32
Again, O'Connor is touching upon the concepts of covenant and character
transformation, two factors that I believe are essential if we wish to positively impact the
lives of those incarcerated. The good news is that many inmates are emotionally
connected to religious services. The bad news is also that many inmates are emotionally
connected to religious services. Emotional investment cannot replace a covenant
relationship with God and others. Therefore, the initial consideration facing spiritual
31
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leaders is how to prepare inmates to hear the transforming message of Christ, help them
understand the covenant being offered, and encourage them to be conformed to the image
of Christ.
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CHAPTER6
FINDING REDEMPTION THROUGH COVENANT
Introduction

Throughout the world, Christian churches and motivated individuals have enjoyed
a long history of reaching out to correctional institutions and sharing the Gospel message
with inmates. What makes religious programming successful is subjective, and research
to determine its positive impact is limited. I am not convinced that research can actually
demonstrate the difference religion makes in prisons. Nevertheless, I believe that
religious experience does make a difference-a positive one-in the lives of inmates.
Whether it is a Buddhist meditation, a Native American sweat ceremony, or a Christian
worship service, religious participation has a positive effect to some degree.
Do inmates use religion to meet their immediate needs, or do they attempt to
manipulate the system? The answer is that religion can and most likely will continue to
be used by some inmates in negative ways. A pattern persists within the correctional
system of inmates using religion for wrong purposes, but that does not negate its overall
positive impact. Religion in the prisons is here to stay. The question remains: what is
effective religious intervention in the lives of inmates?
I would argue that Christian spiritual formation within a covenant relationship
with God versus generic spirituality (or other forms of spirituality) has the greatest effect
on behavior and character change. In previous chapters I have shown that Christian
spiritual formation is an outcome of entering into a covenant relationship with God. As
we are restored to God through Christ, we enter into a relationship that was designed
from the beginning through the covenant of promise. Wright explains, "God offers us,
through the Spirit, the gift of being at last what we know in our bones we were meant to
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be: creatures that live in both dimensions of his created order." 1 This may be new ground
for many inmates, whose primary focus is survival. Wright concludes his thought: "The
quest for spirituality now appears as a search for that coming together of heaven and
earth which, deeply challenging though of course it is, is genuinely an offer to those who
believe." 2 The more religious volunteers can present this hopeful message to inmates, the
greater the impact religion will have on inmates' character and resulting behavior, and on
their recidivism after release.

Faith-Union with Christ
According to Van Ness, "Restitution ... requires offenders to understand the real
consequences of their actions, and gives them a way to deal directly with those
consequences. 3 Until an inmate makes an honest appraisal of his or her life and actions, it
will be difficult to experience change. The burden of this honest appraisal falls on the
inmate. The correctional institution offers opportunities to participate in educational and
cognitive classes, but it is ultimately each person's responsibility to use these avenues for
self-reflection and change. This would be the "intention" step of Willard's VIM process,
as discussed previously.
Unfortunately, it appears that society is more concerned with locking up offenders
to ensure safety than effecting change in their behavior. Society is not knocking down the
doors of correctional facilities, bringing programs and resources inside to assist with
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changing behavior or character. O'Connor, reflecting on the work of otherresearchers,
writes, "Kuhn (1999) argues the Americans tend to view crime as the moral failure of an
individual who can thus be held accountable for his or her failure. " 4 Reaching inside
prison to assist inmates is not on the radar of most in society. The church oftentimes
stands alone as the one organization willing to work with this population. Even so, this
willingness is usually selective by particular churches or individuals within those
churches.
Overall, few relationships exist, if any, between inmates and the church on the
outside. Individual Christians may come into the prison, but is the church actively
involved in these ministries? Is the church reaching out to receive released inmates into
their fellowships or neighborhoods? Does this lack of relationship with the church affect
an inmate's sense ofhistory and tradition, the witness of the saints, and the influence of
the Spirit? Without the church, how will inmates come to understand the covenant
relationship with God? How will they experience and understand Scripture? How will
they learn the historic disciplines that have sustained saints throughout history?
Obviously, the church's presence is essential for effective prison ministry to take place.
Barton, commenting on Luke's view of repentance, says, "First, repentance is the
only appropriate response to the dawn of the new age with the coming of the messiah,
and is a prerequisite of forgiveness and salvation. Second, repentance involves a change
ofheart and issues in a change oflife oriented on Jesus and the Kingdom ofGod." 5
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For Barton, Luke emphasizes repentance because "there might be some among his
readers who are taking their faith too lightly and not letting it affect their attitudes and
lifestyles. " 6
Within the correctional setting, a religious volunteer may be the first to introduce
an inmate to Christ. Faith begins this relationship with Christ. But many inmates struggle
with faith, which is one reason why character change is often not seen after
"conversions." Inmates are told-and they expect-to feel different after accepting
Christ. Unfortunately, an inmate's momentary burst of emotionalism doesn't produce
lasting change. Mulholland warns, "If we can't 'know' or 'feel' God, we customarily
doubt our relationship with God. But such 'knowing' and 'feeling' restrict God to the
narrow limits of our minds and senses and reduce our relationship with God to the
maintenance of such feedback. " 7 Faith is not based on feeling but rather on a decision of
the mind to believe and enter into a new relationship with Christ.
Boa describes a past, future, and present aspect to salvation: "In Christ, we enjoy
forgiveness of sins (past) and anticipation of heaven (future). This is where we often stop,
but the gospel is more than forgiveness and eternal life; it is also the power to manifest
kingdom living in the present. " 8 The righteousness and holiness of salvation are a work
of God, and this work is a process. I call this process spiritual formation.
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Spiritual Leadership and Practical Outcomes
Balancing program administration with spiritual leadership is an issue confronting
the correctional chaplain. Administrative duties constitute much of the chaplain's role,
and this leaves little time for spiritual leadership, let alone pastoral care. From a human
standpoint it can seem impossible to bring cohesion and agreement among religious
services volunteers. Diametrically opposing faith traditions create the first obstacle, and
this obstacle cannot be breached. But though the presence of non-Christian groups will
continue within the prison system, this should not deter the Christian community from
working together for a common purpose.
This brings me to a second obstacle: getting the Christian groups to work
together. Working together may not always happen practically, but with strong, effective
leadership from the chaplain, groups can be guided toward unity and a better
understanding of their own unique role in spiritual leadership.
Spiritual formation begins with an authentic experience of Christ. As an outcome
of religion, this experience seems to be missing among inmates. Boa provides insight into
this issue:
On the side of sovereign grace, it is mysterious why some believers progress in
spiritual formation and others do not. But on the side of human responsibility, a
variety of stumbling blocks impede advancement in the Way. Some people come
to Jesus as a solution to their relational, physical, emotional, or financial
problems. When he doesn't rectify their difficulties in the way they had hoped,
their unrealized expectations can paralyze further growth. We cannot follow Jesus
when we are asking him to follow us. We limit our spiritual development when
we fail to make the transition from seeing Jesus as a problem solver to seeing him
as our life. 9
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How can we encourage inmates to experience Christ in an "authentic" way? By trusting
in the power of the Holy Spirit to reveal Christ to them. Entering into a relationship with
Jesus is always ushered in through the power and presence of the Holy Spirit.
As stated previously, true character change accompanies spiritual formation
within the covenant relationship that God has established. Learning what it means to live
within a covenant and experiencing a deep relationship with God require a model to
pattern our lives after, and Christ is our model. When Christ practiced the spiritual
disciplines-such as prayer, silence, and solitude-he left us an example of how to grow
in faith, and how to be like him.
Within the correctional environment, the chaplain and religious volunteers will
point inmates toward these disciplines. The variables of inmate population, facilities, and
available volunteer base at each institution will all influence how this ministry takes
shape. Nevertheless, chaplains can take basic steps toward creating a framework where
these spiritual tools can be learned and practiced in the prison setting. These tools will
serve as a means for inmates to grow in their relationship with Christ.
A discussion follows of the first steps necessary for Christian growth. How these
steps are implemented will depend on the particular context within each prison, as well as
the church resources available at each site. These spiritual disciplines do not comprise the
end of spiritual formation, but are the tools to begin the journey.
For their first move toward the goal of spiritual formation, spiritual leaders must
establish a prayer ministry of both volunteers and inmates who will pray for the salvation
and spiritual formation of inmates. According to Boa, "The Holy Spirit glorifies Jesus
Christ by mediating Christ's presence to us. The Spirit assures us of the Father's love and
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care, brings us into personal fellowship with Jesus, and transforms our character so that
we become more like him." 10 Receiving Christ is the inmates' door to the covenant.
Developing a spiritually based group to focus on prayer for spiritual formation will be the
starting point for character change. As inmates grow in prayer, they will tap into God's
available presence and power, and will be drawn into relationship with him.
Secondly, correctional chaplains must establish a group of volunteers who will
provide an instructional component to inmates' spiritual formation by teaching the
historic creeds and doctrines ofthe church. Throughout church history, these creeds and
doctrines served as vital tools for spiritual formation, as well as daily encouragement and
growth. With little knowledge of church history, this generation must come to understand
the context of their faith, because without this understanding, their faith is incomplete.
Additionally, under the umbrella of exploring historic creeds, instruction in spiritual
disciplines contributes to the practical application of spiritual formation.
Boa notes, "Teaching without training can lead to a growing disparity between
what people claim to believe and what they believe as evidenced in their actions." 11 This
disparity is most apparent within a prison setting where bad behavior is immediately
addressed by security staff. Unlike society at large, inmates experience difficulty hiding
their behavioral transgressions. All too often, behavior defines inmates, which creates
tension in those who truly want to change. Boa observes, "When people experience
increasing tension between their beliefs and their behavior, they will usually opt to
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modify their beliefs rather than their behavior." 12 This modification is probably an easy
transition within the postmodem philosophy that views belief as personal and changeable
to what feels right at the moment. Boa continues, "Since this process is often
unconscious, people are capable of living with a prodigious gap between their profession
and their practice. Thus it is just as important to focus on practice as it is on principles." 13
Inmates can move from praising Jesus to acting out in their housing unit all on the
same night, without seeing any disparity in their actions. If spiritual leadership is to have
any effect on character change, it will need to bring inmates into an awareness of this
disparity. If true behavior change is to take place, inmates must awaken their spirituality
and begin to practice it. They must not only learn about their faith, they must live out
their faith.
How these historic creeds and spiritual disciplines are taught and shared will
depend on the makeup of volunteer support at each institution. The creeds and disciplines
may be presented as catechism, biblical studies, hands-on practical lessons, or one-on-one
mentoring and modeling. Though the method of delivery may vary, sharing the creeds
and disciplines will remain essential.
The third essential aspect of spiritual leadership is creating a sense of community.
Because many inmates come from dysfunctional homes and destructive relationships,
creating an honest, caring, positive community will be completely new ground for them.
Developing this community among the inmates will be a new experience for many
volunteers as well.
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Community is a place to develop healthy relationships and a place to grow in
one's faith. Community balances self-interests and holds members accountable for their
behaviors, actions, and attitudes. Christian community is based upon covenant, a
covenant with God and with one another. Imbach notes, ''When our primary intimacy is
secure in the love of God dwelling deep in our souls, it's easier to live well in our most
intimate relationships. 14
Covenant creates intimacy with God and with others. Spiritual leadership will
model covenant living in a way that makes it accessible. Imbach, challenging the church
to exemplify covenant living, writes, "A church community that respects each person and
the free offering of their gifts to others can provide modeling and social reinforcement for
our own choices for intimacy." 15
The church as the covenant community coming into the prison has great potential
to assist in transforming inmate behavior and character. The spiritual leader will draw this
community together as he or she oversees volunteers coming into the institution and
prisoners coming to the services. The leader points to covenant community and calls
others to enter into the relationship.
Even with the presence of religious volunteers, there can be a disconnect between
the church and the Christian inmate. For example, a particular church or Christian
volunteer may come to the prison and provide a service or teach a class. Those inmates
who attend enjoy the service and appreciate the willingness of the volunteer to provide a
program. But for many inmates, the service may be simply a diversion-more about
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entertainment than relationship. Entertainment is not an entrance into the covenant;
covenant is only possible through relationship.
When working with the prison population, criminal thinking quickly becomes
evident. Inmates are impulsive (which got most of them into trouble in the first place),
selfish, and emotionally immature. Many have addictive personalities and come from
disruptive and dysfunctional homes. Their impulsive, emotionally immature, and selfish
thinking carries over into religious expression. Songs of worship become times of
physically enjoying the music and movement, without a sense of the sacred or a focus on
God. Experiencing an emotional rush after accepting Christ can soon wear out. For most
inmates, their religious experience resembles their history-going from one emotional
high to the next. Effective spiritual formation must address this immature reliance on
emotionalism and replace it with a deeper understanding of God. The Holy Spirit and
grace must be appropriated in the life of each inmate who comes to Christ.
The Christian volunteer and church community can have a tremendous effect on
addressing criminal thinking. Through the covenant relationship of the church, inmates
can be held accountable for their behavior and challenged by their actions. They can be
loved, supported-and most of all-given grace through forgiveness. Forgiveness is one
of the greatest gifts the church brings to the prison setting, because it is an uncommon
gift for most prisoners. As inmates discover that they are a part of the church (the
covenant community), they become strengthened in their identity as Christians.
Though the prison setting may have many restrictions, living out the Christian life
is never restricted, even by prison bars. Most incarcerated men and women have failed to
discover this truth, and therefore their lives are lived with a sense of duality. On the one
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hand they go to "church" and profess faith, but in the context of daily life they remain
prisoners of their own circumstances and dysfunctional behavior. This is where spiritual
formation comes in. The inmate must understand who Christ is, starting with the central
message of Christianity-the incarnation of Christ.
If religion within prison is to truly make a difference in inmates' lives, it will
begin at the core of their beings. Their spirits will be renewed by encountering Christ,
and their outlooks will be restored by entering into new and healthy relationships, with
God and others. The incarnation will happen within them through a personal relationship
with Christ and through support from the Christian community. Spiritual disciplines,
mentoring, role modeling, and Cmistian fellowship will be the sustaining resources for
personal growth and spiritual transformation.

Spiritual Formation Disciplines
Spiritual disciplines are the means to developing as a Christian and the path to
character formation. Schaeffer reminds us: "There must be the daily practice of the
reality of God whom we know is there." 16 One historic method of practicing the presence
of God is through spiritual disciplines. Unfortunately, many of these traditional practices
have been abandoned by the contemporary church.
According to Tony Campolo, "Many Protestant Christians, in particular
evangelical Christians, have abandoned numerous spiritual practices that the ancient
Catholic mystics prescribed because they say, in line with John Wesley's critique, that
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any methodology used as a way to try to reach God is a form of 'salvation by works' as
opposed to salvation by grace alone." 17
Rediscovering the spiritual disciplines and practices of the historic church may go
a long way in reaching Christian inmates and helping them in their journey of spiritual
formation and character transformation. Mary Albert Darling says candidly, "We need to
return to intentionally learning from and teaching about this rich treasure of ancient

'

church testimonies and practices that can help us grow in intimate love with Jesus and
others." 18
The church speaks of discipleship often and would do well to pay heed to the
words ofMatthaei: "Christian faith formation occurs through the partnership of God's
action and human action. God's grace works within persons to deepen their relationship
with Jesus Christ through the instruction, nurture, and care of the faith community
leading them to respond to the enabling work of the Holy Spirit in faithful Christian
discipleship." 19
In the novel, The Shack, by William P. Young, God-personified as a black
woman known as "Papa"-tells the main character Mackenzie, "Honey, there's no easy
answer that will take your pain away. Believe me, if I had one, I'd use it now. I have no
magic wand to wave over you and make it all better. Life takes a bit of time and a lot of
relationship." 20 Later in the conversation, God (Papa) says, "Everything is about him
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[Jesus]. And freedom is a process that happens inside a relationship with him. Then all
that stuff you feel chumin' around inside will start to work its way out." 21 This message
of freedom in Christ needs to be conveyed to inmates if real change is to happen.
Darling expresses this longing for change in her own life when she admits, "I
didn't seem to know how to develop what I wanted-the kind of spirituality that led me
away from my own disordered desires to the true desires of my heart-the ones that
involve deep inward and outward transformation. " 22 If most inmates were honest, they
would probably agree with Darling that they do not "know how to develop ... deep inward
and outward transformation."
Christian spiritual mentors are essential to helping inmates understand themselves
spiritually. Boa states, "Spiritual formation is not a matter of total passivity or of unaided
moral endeavor but of increasing responsiveness to God's gracious initiatives. The holy
habits of immersion in Scripture, acknowledging God in all things, and learned obedience
make us more receptive to the influx of grace and purify our aspirations and actions." 23
Spiritual mentors can also help inmates discover the disciplines of the faith. Boa
reminds us that while the disciplines are not the goal, they help us deepen our relationship
with Christ. He says, "But the heart of devotional spirituality is abiding in Jesus by being
in his presence and communing with him in ever-increasing ways. The more we seek
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him, experience him, and immerse ourselves in him, the more we are transfigured into his
image and likeness." 24
If inmate character transformation is to happen, it is imperative that a loving and

biblical message is brought into the prison. Shelton points out, "The need for a more
loving and biblical model of Christian faith is necessary not only to win unchurched
persons to Christ, but also to maintain the faith of Christians searching for an authentic
and relevant message ofhope." 25 Correctional chaplains and volunteers are invaluable in
offering a loving, biblical message of hope to each inmate.
I have demonstrated the essential aspect of covenant in our relationship with
Christ and the importance of spiritual formation, spiritual disciplines, and mentors. If
spiritual formation through the covenantal relationship with Christ is presented in the
con·ectional setting, imnate character will be transfonned beyond imagination.
Realistically, many inmates will continue to live despairing and violent lives, but some
inmates will be reached and guided on their journey to wholeness within the Kingdom of
God.
In his book, Blue Like Jazz, Donald Miller writes, "Ask Him [Jesus] to become
real to you. Ask Him to forgive you of self-addiction, ask Him to put a song in your
heart." 26 For Miller, Jesus did just that-he became real. Miller came to the conclusion in
his spiritual journey that "God woos us with kindness, He changes our character with the
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Boa, 191.
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Shelton, 5.
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Donald Miller, Blue Like Jazz: Nonreligious Thoughts on Christian Spirituality (Nashville, TN:
T. Nelson, 2003), 240.
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passion of His love. " 27 Though God can accomplish all this without our help, he has
chosen to work through community and relationship.
Christians have given a lot of lip service to the concept "God is love." They talk
about it, preach on it, tell it to others, put it on posters, and even try to figure out practical
ways to demonstrate his love. Miller's best friend Paul tells how he learned to love: "I
mean that to be in a relationship with God is to be loved purely and furiously. And a
person who thinks himself unlovable cannot be in a relationship with God because he
can't accept who God is; a Being that is love. We learn that we are lovable or unlovable
from other people.... That is why God tells us so many times to love each other." 28
Christian prison ministry is about reaching out to the unlovable with a message of
love, hope, and transformation through Jesus Christ. Each volunteer who enters the
prison is an ambassador for Christ and a conduit for his Spirit. Each inmate is redeemable
from God's point of view. "Since, then, you have been raised with Christ, set your hearts
on things above, where Christ is seated at the right hand of God. Set your minds on things
above, not on earthly things. For you died, and your life is now hidden with Christ in
God" (Colossians 3:1-3).
Summary
A correctional institution often represents a harsh, impersonal, and unforgiving
environment. When discussing the prison experience, a prisoner usually doesn't refer to it
as a loving, transformational community. Researchers have slowly demonstrated some
positive benefits of religion in the prison environment, but for the most part their research
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Ibid., 146-147.
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focuses on behavioral issues and recidivism rates. Although religion can positively
impact behavior and recidivism, the lasting effects and benefits of Christianity are found
in character change. This paper has demonstrated that transformation of character is
possible by experiencing spiritual formation through a covenantal relationship with God,
not just within the prison environment but also in society as a whole.
The clear message of the Bible reveals that God acts through covenant. This
document affirms that God is a covenant-making God and that covenant is his preferred
relationship. Covenant describes our relationship with God and with one another.
Historically, the covenant relationship is developed and strengthened through spiritual
formation and the guiding power of the Holy Spirit. Dallas Willard introduced us to his
Vision, Intention, and Means process of spiritual fonnation. The Holy Spirit gives us a
vision of who we can be in Christ, empowers us to make intentional steps to receive
Christ and all he offers, and graces us with the spiritual disciplines necessary to grow in
Christ.
When the correctional institution evaluates inmates on admission, inmates are
rated according to risk factors. Understanding these risk factors helps chaplains and
religious volunteers focus the tools of spiritual disciplines specifically for each person.
Some of these disciplines include prayer, solitude, Scripture reading, fasting, and giving,
and they all serve to guide and strengthen inmates in living out their faith.
Entering into a relationship with Christ simply means receiving him as the Lord
of our lives. Many inmates seek this relationship but fail to understand the full impact of
what it means. How do they live out this relationship? What impact will it have in their
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lives? When chaplains and religious volunteers effectively point to Christ as the model
and help inmates experience the historic spiritual tools and disciplines of the church,
character change will begin to unfold in the lives ofbelievers.
Learning and practicing spiritual disciplines is not an end in itself. The disciplines
serve only as markers and pointers to a deeper experience of God's presence. And
because God is a God of change and transformation, any true character transformation
can only be realized in a relationship with God through Christ. Inmates do not have to
meet a list of requirements or clean up their lives before coming to him. God offers the
gift of new life through relationship with Christ, and this relationship is based upon
covenant and the power of the Holy Spirit.
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Appendix
Mentoring Guidelines for a Correctional Setting

Successful mentors will purpose to do the following:
•

believe in the inmate they are working with

•

understand the covenantal relationship with God

•

believe spiritual formation is the way to character change

•

be bi-cultural
o

understand criminogenic factors

o be aware of prison history in the United States
o

know crime-related facts about their community

o

suspend judgment and operate in grace

•

understand the influences of mental health and addiction upon well-being

•

be secmity conscious

•

maintain professional boundaries

•

be under direct supervision and maintain their church connection

•

connect inmate to the larger church community
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